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ABSTRACT

This case study describes the way in which the national agenda relating to
Competency-Based Training was emplaced within the Communication section of
the Department of Communication and Library Practice at the Institute of
Technical and Further Education, Northern Territory University.

The study concerns the actual implementation strategies resorted to and the
reasons for such approaches.

The realities of resource considerations are

included, as are matters concerning staffing and other logistics. Staff attitudes
towards the new system are mentioned, and comments relating to a student
questionnaire on CBT are presented.

Areas of concern which were noted while implementation was progressing are
mentioned,

as are the methods by which many of the problems were averted or

dealt with.

Statements are made about the ongoing concerns relating to CBT

within Communication,

and

topics are suggested for further local research

relating to specific matters.
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CHAPTER I
THE TASK- AN INTRODUCTION

Personal Note
As a lecturer in Communication in the Institute of TAFE (ITAFE) Northern
Territory University, (NTU) the first time I heard mention of Competency
Based Training, or CBT as it instantly became, was in late 1991, and the
occasion was an informal discussion between the Head of ITAFE' s Access
Centre and me.

This lecturer had taken a personal interest in the new developments and had
attended a CBT conference in Sydney. On his return, in June 1992, he briefed
staff members in what had been discussed and some of the issues raised.

His presentation was professional; distancing himself from the immediate
staff reaction which ranged from comments about Skinner's dog through to
monkeys seeing and doing things, he explained the reasons for CBT within the
training areas, particularly the Trades areas, and mentioned the work that had
been done at Broadmeadows, Maryborough and Richmond TAFE Institutes in
apprentice training.

I must admit that my first reaction to the description of CBT was that
to recognise an old acquaintance from nearly thirty years ago.

I

I

seemed

called it rifle

drill, and another thirty years before that the English poet Henry Reed had
called it:
"Naming of Parts"Today we have naming of parts.
Yesterday we had daily cleaning.
And tomorrow morning we shall have what to do after firing.
But today,
Today we have naming of parts...
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Be that as it may, my interest was quickly and sharply awakened when I heard
that part of the national agenda was to include Communication courses in
CBT format, and that in other States steering committees had already been
formed to set up the writing of the new National Communication Skills
modules.

My feelings then were that CBT may work well in a metal fabrication
workshop, but I could not see how i t could be used as a measure for
Communication because there are so many definitions of "Communication".
For example, the skills of say, language communication may be separated into
the four macro-skills of Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing, and this is
precisely what Dr David Ingram did when he devised the Australian Second
Language Proficiency Rating (ASLPR) which has been in use since 1979. Under
the ASLPR descriptors a language learner may have an interpreted Speaking
Level of, say, Level 3, but the Writing Level may only be rated at Level 2.

These levels give an immediate picture to anyone who is involved in English
as as Second Language teaching.

But "Communication" is much more

complex than the level descriptors I have mentioned. How, for example could
one evaluate such areas of Communication of, say, body language, the use of
sarcasm or irony or the ability to command and hold the attention of an
audience using spoken English as the channel?

The enormous complexity of the task seemed to me, at that time, to be beyond
anything which could be considered as a rational agenda.

Of additional concern were questions relating to the maintenance of standards.
If the CBT modules were to be transportable (that is from State to State) and
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capable of articulation, (that is into other TAFE courses and areas of Higher
Education), then what process or instrument had been devised to monitor
standards? What guarantees were in place to guarantee that a student in one
Institution would be as vigorously questioned as a student in another? Would
not the vicissitudes of internal and external educational politics inevitably play
a part in the interpretation of Learning Outcome results?

All these questions, and more were asked, and at that time there was only a
vague idea of how the key competencies were going to be matched to the
demands of Industry. The Ministers from each State and Territory had
endorsed the principle of the National Framework for the Recognition of
Training (NFROT) in January 1 992, but this agreement only indicated what
processes were going to be worked out - it did not involve itself in the details
of the implementation process.

Of course, it was the actual curriculum itself which interested most of the
people at that early briefing session and a very specific area of interest was how
were these new processes going to be evaluated, and how could we be sure that
standards would not be eroded?

The modules which became available in 1993 are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NCS001
NCS002
NCS003
NCS004
NCSOOS
NCS006
NCS007
NCS008
NCS009
NCS010
NCS01 1

Workplace Communication
Writing Skills for Work
Job-Seeking Skills
Work Team Communication
Dealing With Conflict
Writing Workplace Documents
Presenting Information
Graphic Communication
Negotiation Skills
Team Building Communication
Client Interaction
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•
•
•
•
•
•

NCS012
NCS013
NCS014
NCS015
NCS016
NCS017

Meetings
Interviews
Speaking in Public
Presenting Reports
Writing in Plain English
Writing Technical Reports

(Of i nterest here is that the last two modules - 016 and 017 were released after
the start of the first semester. Had they been available at the beginning of the
implementation proceedings they would have been used in preference to the
modules actually offered.)

As early as 1 949, Tyler (p.63) points out that it is through what the student does
that he learns. A "learning experience" refers to the interaction between the
learner and the external conditions in the environment to which he can react.
How were we to interpret this principle within the new system - would the
"learning experience" be stultified, or would it be enhanced by a better learning
environment?

We did not know, but it seemed to us that the organizing

principles of the new system would have to be worked out very carefully at
both local State and National levels, and that massive consultation with the
coal-face workers would have to be undertaken if it was going to succeed. This
being so, (we thought) there would be a considerable period of time before we
would have to worry about the actual implementation procedures.

I

remember thinking, and perhaps hoping, that because Communication did
not sit easily within the assessment frameworks that after due consultation it
might be be dropped from the agenda.

A few short weeks later and I was faced with the immediate implementation
of Competency-Based Training throughout the entire area.
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Problem Statement
The task was to implement a completely new approach to Communication
teaching which would conform to the imposed agenda.

The following

problem areas became immediately apparent:

1.

No time for consideration was available.

Competency-Based Training

had to be operational by the following semester, that is the first semester
of 1993.

2.

There was little or no time for training.

What information was

available had to be obtained from other States, and it quickly became
clear that although these other centres were helpful with advice, they
had not yet implemented the agenda themselves.

3.

N o additional resources were available. I n fact teaching contact had to
be decreased in some areas at the start of the programme because of
financial cuts.

4.

There could be no change in minimum contact hours required by the
accredited courses, but these contact hours did not match the "notional
contact hours" mentioned in the new National Communication Skills
module documents.

An example of this was the ENG121 Unit which

serviced Technical areas at an agreed

53 contact hours. In order to

conform to the subject material included in ENG121 and required by the
Technical area clients it appeared that four of the new modules would

be

required; however, if these four modules were used and the "notional
hours" adopted the contact hours would have to
of these 80 hours it appeared that there would

be

be

increased to 80, and

considerable repetition
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of content material included in the four modules. This precluded any
practical consideration of teaching the modules on a "free-standing"
basis, and this approach is reiterated by the financial constraints
mentioned above.

5.

The new approach had to be implemented with a mm1mum of
disruption to new and existing students.

The purpose of this case study is to examine the procedures which have been
used to implement Competency-Based Training, to comment on them where
i t is appropriate to do so, and through this process perhaps point the way
towards some strategies which may improve the system as it is now. This
material is presented as a case study partly because access to primary sources
and the implementation decision -taking processes are still close at this time.

I have adopted a "process approach" throughout the thesis in an attempt to
engage the reader in the nuances of the situation that is specific to aspects of
the case study. Often
in the case.

I

I

struggled with the notion of the problems for inclusion

was aware of Wise's plea not to include trivial problems but this

in itself is a product of deliberation and deliberation upon deliberation.
Within the time dimension some of the problems that are significant may be
alone trivial, and of course the reverse is true. Nevertheless, the case study
method's flexibility enables the developer of the case study license to try
his/ her hand at development, for as Wise says, workers in curriculum do not
have a history of recording their practice. This process approach to the study is
an attempt to add to this methodology and to further develop skill in
recording curriculum practice.
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Permission has been obtained from the Director of ITAFE/NTU to use these
primary sources, and without this my task would be extremely difficult if not
impossible.
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CHAPTER II
THE APPROACH

Tize Argument

Connelly (1978 pp.76-77) warns that case studies can be boring, with "too much
circumstantial detail, which is primarily of interest to those in like
circumstances . . . "

Wise ( 1 979) when referring to participant observation makes the point that in
any retrospective account the choice of the problem i s a most important
consideration, and " ... we do not need accounts of trivial problems and their
solutions.··

The implementation of CST is no triviality and it is hoped that Connelly's
injunction may be self-cancelling in as much as the circumstantial details
presented are ''important consideration". Dossiers, correspondence and other
material will be presented in order to assist in a triangulation process and a
survey will assist in the process of "accumulat(ing) practical knowledge about
curriculum development" (Wise).

Eisner ( 1 <J84> cited in Cavanagh ( 1 991) adopted the approach that what is
needed

1n t h i s

type of work (for example, the des cr ipti on of a curriculum

1 m p lem enta t 10n process)

d e v 1sed for

other

quote!- E1sner as

is an approach which has not been prescribed

or

disciplines. Cavanagh describes this as "The Metaphor" and

follows:

Thl' attract•vene!>!> of �eneral not1ons and standardized methods increases as one
movt•!> farther and farther from the classroom: perhaps that is why bureaucrats and

�ome t•ducallonal rt'!>t'archcrs fand general procedures and common standards so

appcahns;
But an t he end pohcaes are prac t1s ed an context.
lea!>t 1n <.'ducat1on- th<.'r<.' ar<.' no 1den11cal fNtures.

And for context - at
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A possession of context is claimed in the case study.

Wise ( 1979) and Walker ( 1973) both support the case study approach and
endorse the process of "deliberation on deliberation."

The statement is made

that we must start from a known base, consider that base of knowledge
carefully, and then proceed to deliberate again.

Cavanagh (p.149) makes the

point that the curriculum idea proceeds to a curriculum package and then it
becomes of interest in classrooms.

It is accepted that this as a statement of

reality, but a timeframe for deliberation is also important.

The further away

from the context the less reliable the story, and the greater the danger of
acceptance of ideas which may have been distorted or changed somewhere
within the implementation process.

The worst scenario is that the final

implementation is not only wrong but the original "rightness" has become lost
over a period of time.

Wise (1979) says:
...as professionals, we should also take time to think on a second level about the
general conduct of the deliberation.

It is this second level of thinking abou t

deliberation - that is the source of our professional growth.

Schwab ( 1970 p.l) also appears to support the approach. He writes:
... we may be conscious that a practical problem exists, but we don't know what the
problem is. We cannot even be sure of its subjective side - what it is we want or need.
There is still less clarity on its objective side - what portion of the state of affairs is
awry. These matters begin to emerge only as we examine the situation which seems
to be wrong and begin to look, necessarily at random, for what is the matter.

Schwab goes on say that it is only through this process, this consideration if
you like, that we can proceed with authority.
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Wise takes the matter even further when h e states "we have not accumulated
practical knowledge about curriculum development ... "

Perhaps this is an

over-reaction, but the truth that Wise seeks is bound up with the word
"practical".

In this thesis it is hoped that a small practical base will be provided from which
it may be possible to proceed to a truth.

Cavanagh (p. 1 5 1 ) quotes Wise ( 1979) and Chipman (1977) as supporting a
model, or a section of a model which works on the basis of "a quasi-historical
retrospective framework", and Wise goes on to accept the model as a means of
"expanding the requirements of the proposed model, once it has been
developed." Wise goes even further when he claims that there has been an
actual "neglect" of retrospection and because of this "we have not accumulated
practical knowledge."

Quicke (1992) is also supportive, and when considering some of the
characteristics of academic thinking:
Reflection in action is a more rationalized and more systemic form of thinking in
action which is necessary when the 'smoothness' of practical action is for some
reason interrupted.

It usually involves making explicit the hidden assumptions

which underpin practice and articulating the tacit knowledge which enables
participants to 'get by' in everyday life ...

Quicke then makes the point that through this applied reflection we are not
just "puzzle-solving" but expanding the parameters of curriculum knowledge.

Kenny and Grotelneschen (1984) while "Making a Case for Case Study"
indicate that each small piece of knowledge contributes towards a "coherence
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theory" in which all the truths hang together in a holistic sense.

This

important because through the collection of the "truths" a spotlight mav

is
be

thrown upon "inconsistencies" (which) appear among "other people's
perspectives and interpretations of educational phenomena . . . "

Michael Connelly (p.80) warns against the difficulties associated with just how
much detail should go into a case study.

The first and major point that he

makes is that the study should be pertinent so that the reader may compare his
situation with that described.

The second point is that a certain delicacy of

balance is required when considering how much detail should
Connelly warns against - "too . . .

be

included.

little, which would inhibit situational

comparison", and "too much, such that the appendix exceeds the main copy."

But then Connelly goes on to write: "Properly done, banks or libraries of case
studies would be useful for practitioners about to undertake some action . . . "

Connelly makes the point that case studies are not replicable, but this does not
affect their value from the point of view that details of project constructions
may be drawn from case studies. They can point the ways towards a variety of
approaches to a problem, some good approaches, some bad, but all real and
thereby worth consideration.

This is precisely what Kenny and Grotelneschen refer to as "a collection of
truths", and if it is from the collection that we must draw our inferences, then
perhaps an extended appendix or reference system is a minor offence against
fashion or style and as such, may be forgiven.
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I n Walker's ( 1 983) "Three good Reasons for not doing Case Study i n
Curriculum Research" w e find the advice: " . . . not t o underestimate the
interventive power of the case study and its methods".

He warns "where

possible" to use multiple observers, and he also underlines "the fact that case
studies tell a truth, but not the truth."

Perhaps an illustration of this is in order.

If, for example, an educational

historian during research comes across an old picture of (say) the staff of an
establishment which is under scrutiny, then this would be of value because it
would enable a graphic image to be presented within the study. Now, say that
later during research more pictures become available. One of them is of the
Headmaster, and depicts a stern figure in a wheelchair. Another staff picture
reveals the youth of the staff, but the Head is a much older man.

These

snapshots in time are of value because they enable the researcher to know
more about the subject than could be revealed through written history alone.
Should there be an oral source available then this is even better, and if there is
some movie or video footage, then this is better still because it will be
supporting evidence leading to Walker's "truth."

The triangulation of sources and materials must be borne in mind, particularly
in case studies. Appendices become so bulky that special arrangements have to
be made for them.

Cavanagh (p.1 55) identifies Schwab's (1969) check list of the deliberation
process, followed by Reid's ( 1978) notion of episodes.

These encapsulate and

bind together the theories expressed above and underpin my approach to this
study.

Cavanagh suggests a time /record matrix would assist in recording the

"truths·· and I think that this is implicit within the following case study.
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Later (in Chapter 12) some figures will be given. For example, a questionnaire
will be presented which was issued to all the students who attended
Communication lectures during the first semester of the CBT experience.

No attempt to make any claims towards quantitative methods for this case
study is made. The questionnaire, for example, was not designed with this in
mind; rather it was devised as a useful and practical instrument which
succeeded in answering some of the questions which were asked of it.

It would be dangerous to read trends into the raw data which is supplied in
this study. Although a complete sample area became available the base itself is
introduced and represents the first available data in a highly individualised
area. This area of Communication, as we shall see, was not static even during
the first semester of its implementation and changes were being made to the
curriculum even as the curriculum was in progress. For this reason alone no
claim for quantitative prediction or statement could be made.

Madaus and Shufflebeam ( 1 989) make the point that :
Dlfkrcnces wh1ch arc statistically significant are not always shown to b e
stat1St1call� s1gmflcant and may nevertheless be socially significant.
·

1s

abo truC'. differences wh1ch arc not shown to

nevertheless tx· soCially s1gnif1cant <p.70)

These

wr

The corollary

be statistically significant and may

it ers then go on to give examples which provide clear warnings

against using methods of measurement which are not sufficiently refined.

Tulloch and Meyenn ( 1 992) write that quantitative research must depend on
the

accuracy and volume of the data available.
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...because measurement is mapping accord i ng t o rules, the value of quantitative

research depends fundamentally on the adequacy of these rules... Weakness in this
aspect of measurement cannot be compen sat ed for by subsequent numerical
man ipu lations.

This is why educational researchers place g reat empha sis on the

reliability and validity of these measures .. (p.177)
.

They go on to reiterate the importance of the consistency of the match between
a construct and a numerical value and emphasise the importance of the link
between this and the operational definition of the construct.

These are some reasons why this information is presented as a case study.
Because of the peculiar circumstances involved in the implementation
process; the compulsion to act on an imposed timetable; the restrictions
impacting on administration procedures, these and other reasons may very
well give the appearance that such data as is presented is the result of ad hoc
reaction to imposed pressure.

The defence against this charge is that the

approach was based on experiential response which ultimately resulted in a
workable programme. However, some intervention procedures were imposed
with no regard to creating a consistency of construct, or "instrument" as
Tulloch and Meyenn use the word.

When contributing towards definitions of educational objectives, Tyler ( 1964)
warns:
... Another proposal is based on the view that the fields of knowledge are getting so
large (as the scientific f1clds, for example) that we can only expect to cover them
rather su pcrf1c1ally with some kind of a survey. This seems to be a rather common
approach.

(p.81)

It was never an intention to write "some kind of survey" because it was
believed that a quantitative approach would not only suffer from a paucity of
hard evidence, but would also not be appropriate to convey the nuances of the
story.

This is not to say that the figures provided by the student survey are
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irrelevant. On the contrary, they could be used to reference specific cohorts, for
example a degree level cohort is available from the data.

Relevant to this section ts D.F. Walker ( 1972) in "What Is Curriculum
Research"?
...why is it that the school curricula across the country are swept periodically by
great waves of reform and innovation as pervasive and seemingly as permanent as
changes in fashions and automobile design? Where are the empirical studies which
would help us understand these problems?

The response to this somewhat plaintive cry is... what Walker would call - a
truth.
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CHAPTER III
THE CONSIDERATIONS

This case study is about the implementation of a Competency-Based Training
agenda specifically for Communication Modules. Reference will be made to
the CBT process in general, but these references will be as identifiers and
geographic and chronological locators to assist with an understanding of a
specific implementation programme.

Also within this framework will

be

a

series of underlying questions and dilemmas each of which holds a clue to the
complete process, but none of which describes the process in itself. Some of
these questions are set out here because it is within this large context that a
small implementation process was imposed.

The word "competent" has been with us probably for centuries.
competent adj 1 . properly qualified, capable. 2. fitting, suitable, or sufficient for
the purpose; adequate. 3. rightfully belonging; permissible (fol by to). 4. Law. (of a
witness, a party to a contract etc.) having legal capacity or qualification.

-

competence, n,- competently, adv. (Macquarie Dictionary).

There is obviously nothing wrong with being described as ''competent".
Competence is generally regarded as the minimum attribute necessary to
satisfy professional or trade requirements.

However, there seems a reluctance

to accept the word as meaning anything more than "demonstrating the
required ability."

A "competent lawyer" would be the minimum that we would expect if we had
to take a legal problem to court. We naturally assume that our teachers , our
nurses, our doctors our professionals are "competent" because they have to

be

qualified. However, the word is capable of a multitude of other interpretations
by simply adding descriptors such as "fairly", "very", "reasonably" and

so

on.
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"My mechanic is fairly competent, but i f I need anything done to the
transmission I always take the car to an expert."

and:

"I don't need a brilliant dental surgeon - all I need is a very competent dentist 
and that's why I always go to X."

and

"He's competent, I suppose, but for this job I need someone who is more than
competent. I want a brilliant designer."

There seems to be a perception about this word which places it away from
descriptions of "excellence", which Macquarie defines as "superiority" and
"eminence".

"(S)he's competent" does not really say much for an individual. It is similar to
saying "(S)he is acceptable - (s)he can do the job."
There is a feeling that what is left as unsaid is of more importance.

On the other hand, there can be no doubt at all about the antonym of this
word.

" I n competent" is straight to the point, and we know exactly what we are
talking about.

This means that this person should not have the job, and

should not be in the position.

(S)he should not be allowed to practise.

It
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means (in some jobs) that the person is dangerous, (nobody wants to fly with
an incompetent pilot).

The purpose of the above comments is to indicate that there may be argument
at the outset regarding how the word is supposed to be interpreted within the
area of education.

For example, it has been suggested by members of the

Communication staff that "competent" is a word that should only be used for a
training process, and should not be used at all when dealing with educational
processes.

Schedvin (1992) seems to support this suggestion:
Universities exist to pursue knowledge and ideas and to inculcate certain values,
such as service of fellow citizens. It is only part of the idea of a true university that
its graduates possess skills which make them employable.

This case study is concerned with describing an implementation process;
however CBT is not easy to understand and therefore the following questions
are presented, not to be answered here within the scope of this thesis, but
rather to contextualise some considerations relating to competence.

Is "competence" a variable? Can it change from time to time, and if so, under
what circumstances?

If a person is not rated as "competent", does this imply incompetence? Why
"Competency Based Training"? Why not "Competency Based Education"?

Why the pursuit of "Competence"?

Why not the pursuit of "Excellence"?
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How do employers see CBT and to what extent and in what industries is CBT
of relevence?

What about the students themselves?
think of the new system.

Has anyone asked them what they

What are their perceptions, and how do the

perceptions match up with the actuality of (say) qualification articulation and
employability?

What is the current situation regarding CBT implementation? How many
other States and Territories have actually implemented the Government
agenda as it relates to the Communication modules?

How has this

implementation taken place, and can we guarantee that there will be an easy
and fair portability of qualifications from place to place? (After all, it was this
process of portability which was one of the justifications for the
implementation of the agenda).

What about the lecturers and teachers. How do they find the new process. Are
there any specific difficulties?

What do they like and/or dislike about the new

system? What constrictions are there on teaching time and approach.

What about Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) which is an integral adjunct
to CBT. How well is it working? What difficulties have been experienced so
far?

Administration is obviously a vital area to be considered i n any new
curriculum implementation. How has CBT been administered so far, and are
there any lessons to be learned?
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W h a t about individual

modules? They are

presented

as

National

Communication Skills modules (NCS Modules) and sent to every State and
Territory in Australia with implementation guidelines. Is there any difficulty
i n interpreting them? Is it possible or feasible or even reasonable to simply
present a module on a free-standing basis, or do modules have to be linked to
specific courses? If the latter, (say for example we are dealing with a specific
module for (say) the Tourism Industry, can and should student who are
studying a Real Estate course study the same material in the same sessions?

Why? What rationale is there for this? If not, why not? (After all a module is
a module is a module - or is it?)

These are just some of the questions about CBT, and each one of them is
worthy of a major study in its own right. Most of these matters will be touched
o n throughout the thesis, and perhaps some suggestions for further study i n
individual areas may be inferred.
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CHAPTER IV
HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Before proceeding to specifics of the implementation procedures i t is
important to place some of the background of CBT into a historical framework
and this may help towards an understanding of why it has come to be regarded
as such an important part of the Australian educational agenda. After alt if
experience has already proved an educational approach to be "good" or "bad"
then i t is only reasonable to consider what is known in contrast with what we
seek to know.

In Chapter II and within the context of approaches to this study the difficulties
i n interpreting the validity of

"snapshots in time" were mentioned.

Time

itself constantly determines the evolution of ideas and plans and sometimes
this process of erosion can contaminate original purposes and ideas. With this
in mind some possible evolutionary factors in the development of CBT may be
considered.

Frederick Winslow Taylor (1911) worked out a system by which all the known
attributes of tasks were to be set out according to the accepted and perceived
"laws".

These "laws" were then classified into various rules and formulae,

and then presented in a hierarchical form. Each segment of a task was set out
according to Taylor's "science" and then workers were selected and trained
according to the "science". Management took over all aspects of scheduling,
planning and implementation procedure.

According to Taylor ( 1 9 1 9), this was not an easy task but rather the
"burdensome" task of:
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...collecting together all the traditional knowledge wh1ch

m

the past h.ls tx-en

possessed by the workmen, and then of classifymg, tabulatmg and reduong th1s
knowledge to rules, laws, and formulae which are Immensely helpful to the
workmen in doing their daily job.

(p.36)

The result was that productivity output improved at a phenomenal rate.
(Robbins, 1991) says that in some areas production output went up by as much
as two hundred percent.

Management practices changed to accommodate

Taylor's new ideas which revolved around the areas of time study, rated
activity sampling and multiple regression analysis.

The techniques were

particularly applicable to routine production schedules such as in the car
industry or in projects such as the laying of railway track. Taylor's ideas were
later developed into "Predetermined Motion Times" (PMTS) Typical elements
for the predetermined motion times system are reproduced below:

After: The Gower Handbook
of Management. p 583

-®
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Taylor's ideas worked very dramatically, or a t least they worked for
Management, but breakdowns in the system occurred when the necessary level
of supervisory management was removed.

Taylor's ideas also appear to suffer from defects because there is evidence that
workers resent the depersonalisation involved in "scientific management."
The breakdown into simple tasks can have the effect that the worker feels that
the job is not only completely boring, but unchallenging and perhaps
meaningless. Robbins (p.205) refers to:
... the action by automobile assembly-line workers in the early 1970s a t the
Lordstown, Ohio, Chevrolet Plant. Workers were found to be welding empty soda
pop bottles inside doors, purposely gouging the paint on cars as they went by, and
engaging in other dysfunctional behaviours. The Lordstown workers, it was said,
were frustrated and looking for ways to overcome the dull, repetitive and
unchallenging tasks they were assigned. Welding a bottle inside a door or putting a
deep scratch into a car's paint without getting caught provided a diversionary
outlet.

The above incident happened in the 1970s.

It is interesting to note that an awareness of the bad effects of carrying work
simplification too far had been recognised in the late 1940s and early 1 950s
(Robbins) and although psychologists and sociologists had been working on
ways and means of making job design more interesting, the Lordstown
incident still occurred some twenty or thirty years later.

Contemporary with the

development of the "Efficiency Movement" or

Taylorism, and also in Amerka, was work done in the educational field by
such writers as Ralph Tyler and Benjamin Bloom.
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Tyler started writing about "instructional objectives" in the 1920s.

In

1930 he

expressed criticism of the objectives which were being stated in school
curricula by saying (Tyler, printed 1 934) "Many statements of objectives are so
vague and nebulous that, although they sound well, they prove to be glittering
generalities which are of little value as guides in teaching and useless in
making examinations."

Tyler was expressing feeling which were later enunciated by Shaw and Reid
( 1 956) when they express extreme criticism of objectives being stated in such
terms as " ... the ability to think clearly, to express himself clearly and to exercise
his own judgment as a responsible citizen." These writers indicate that they
believe statements such as the above are a nonsense, and particulary so when
one considers the age of the students under instruction.

Tyler goes on:
Each objective must be defined in terms which clarify the kind of behavior which
the course should develop among the students: that is to say, a statement is needed
which explains the meaning of the objective by describing the reactions we can
expect of persons who have reached that objective.

Tyler's a1m, like that of Bloom (1956) and Krathwohl ( 1965) is to establish
changes in observable student behaviours. Bloom led a team of college and
university examiners which attempted to work out a system of domains on a
hierarchical classification basis. By describing behaviour and a subject matter
we construct an educational objective.

Bloom's taxonomy was divided into

the described areas of cognitive and affective, and was to lead on to the area of
psychomotor (or thinking, attitudes and motor skills.)
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Krathwohl, while working for the Michigan State University went on to
develop and apply Bloom's ideas, particularly concentrating on the affective
domain. Ultimately this was to lead on to the development of a Competency
Based Training (in USA a t that time it was called Competency-Based
Education) programme.

Advocates of the system wanted a specification of

objectives set out as "directly observable behaviours which can be reliably
recorded as present or absent" (Bloom et al, 1971,28). Objectives had to be clear
"with no leeway in interpretation", and in order to facilitate this reliability the
objectives have to be set out to start with verbs describing student behaviour.
For example, words such as "Names .. .'', "Places ... ", "Selects ... " "Recognises ... "
and so on were prescribed. (Bloom)

The American development of competency-based learning (education) came
in the mid 1960s when it was applied to the training of primary school teachers
(Houston 1985). It is important to understand that at this time the application
of the system was to the trainee teachers, not to their pupils.

The

development of these ideas sits comfortably with Taylorism and fits neatly into
the liaison between workplace reform and educational reform.

Carnoy and

Levin ( 1 985) explored these links and developed a taxonomy of educational
reform with corresponding parallels in workplace reform. Their model is that
of a continuum of development which can be divided into four areas which
they call Michrotechnical, Macrotechnical, Micropolitical and Macropolitical.
These lead

into the broad definitions of skill which will be mentioned in

more detail later as the CBT implementation programme is explained.

By cutting traditional teacher training areas such as Philosophy and Psychology
of Education and Curriculum Studies,

a

neophyte would still be able to

perform at the level of teaching or instruction required.

A holistic approach is
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not deemed necessary, and this conforms with Taylor's original ideas because
under his philosophy i t was not necessary to allow a perspective wider than
that of individual performance.

Teacher educators would take the place of

Taylor's "Manager" level and knowledge could be made available on a "need
to know" basis.

The perceived requirements and standards of "effective

teachers" would be set out on a learning outcome check sheet, and local
employment conditions could be easily met or changed as the need arose.

As the decade continued other programmes at degree level were developed
using the competency-based education approach.

These include nursing,

dentistry, medicine, engineering, law and administration.
Masters 1992 - pp.19-22).

(Bowden and

Learning outcomes were assessed according to the

strict tenets of the sytem, and modules were imposed.

Learning outcome forms were developed with the instructor I teacher I tutor
ticking off sectors as "Yes" or "No".

By the mid 1970s, and supported by Government development funds,
instruction was taking place in the USA at thousands of teacher education
centres alone. (Bowden and Masters). With increased funding, and as referred
to above, the system became attached to many other areas of professional
education.

However the popularity of the method declined. Even during the 1970s there
was criticism. Spady (1977) wrote " ...This uncoordinated movement is rapidly
transforming into a bandwagon that promises to be The Great American
Educational Fad of the 1970s".

-

-

'
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Just under ten years later, Houston (1985) wrote:
Highly visible and hotly debated in the decade of the 1970's, competency-based
teacher education reflected general cultural trends in the United States as well as
specific educational goals. The movement was spawned in the late 1960s, supported
by grants from federal, private and state sources, lauded as the most effective
process to prepare teachers, damned as a mechanistic approach, and employed
nominally for several years by over 400 institutions.

Tuxworth ( 1 989) is also aware of the financial incentive involved with the
agenda.

He says that a lot of institutions declared an interest in

implementation and presumably accepted the seeding grants, but then found
that there was more to the implementation procedure than simply changing
the wording of course documents . . .
Not every institution was ready and willing to adopt the whole system; indeed,
many felt that the major aims of CBET could be met without serious disturbance to
ex1stmg schemes. Consequently there has been a great deal of adaptation of the
concept, often to the despair of the more committed developers...

There seems to be little doubt that the scheme has had but a slight impact on
the professions in America. Houston writes about what he considers to be the
failure of the system as an education training method:
...Teachers do not teach using individual competencies, but in context and using in an
mtc&ratcd fash1on a number of skills and knowledge.(sic) The value of dissecting
�eneral competence into a number of specific and autonomous objectives was
questiOned. Further, hmiting objectives to those leading to observable action or
result� appeared to stifle the development of professionals whose personal
charactenstics might lead to a wide range of successful teaching practices.

However, it appears that the system is still operational within the areas of
American Technical Institutions. In an unsigned, undated (my assumption is
c1987) and largely unsourced

publication entitled "Competence-Based

Education - A Resource Guide" which was developed for the Coordinating
Board of Texas College and University System under the provisions of a
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Government development grant we find the classic Tyler approach reiterated
throughout the entire document, which is totally related to the Trades areas.

For the purpose of illustration the following examples of a Task Analysis Form
and a Performance Test are included.

Classified as Fig 2 and Fig 3; they come from the above mentioned document.

Presentation is exactly that of the original,
Library under DD. 379.15520/9764/IMPL.

which is available in the NTU
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TASK ANALYSIS FORM

I

TASK:

Install bridging between joists

Ust each procedural step & techniccJ knowledge required to
perform task from start to finish on the job.
Determine number of bridging pieces needed (2 for each
opening).
2. Determine miter angle for ends of bridging, either by scribing or
by drawing rectangle of specified dimensions and measuring
diagonal.
3. Layout and cut bridging.
4. Start 2 6d nails in each end of bridging at such an angle that
when driven, they come through thick part of miter cut
5. Determine location of bridging by dividing span into equal parts
6-8 feet apart; make p~ncil marks at those points.
6. Snap chalk line across top of joists between pencil marks.
7. Nail one end of bridging to side of joists approx. 1/4" from top
and to one side of chalk line.
8. Naii another piece in the same opening but on the side of the
next joist approx. 1/4" from top and on opposite side of chalk
line.
9. Repeat this procedure in all of the openings, nailing only the
tops.
10 Nail bottoms of bridging from underneath after subfloor is
completed and naHed down.

1.
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~+'--------List special tools,
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0
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None

equipment, rr.ateriats,
etc. needed to perform
this task:
Related math, seer.ce
or bac::X.ground knowledt;e
needed to perform this
task competency:

~ geometry to determine angle or
CJt on bncging ends.
1. Proper use of hammei-; chaJk line, and

1.

portable JX)Wer saw.
3. How to read and measure with rule.

Ust c:tt:al safety
. knowledge and So1ls
needed to perform task
in a Sdie manner.

1. Use cautlon but don't be timid when

US attitudes aitical

~onpists..

to performing task in a
competent
job:

manner on

1. Maka sure that joists are nailed sofadly in
plaa! before walking on them

the

Fig. 2
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PERFORl"'A.NCE TEST

D UTY:

D

TASK: 4

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

GIVEN:

A Onnmins diesel engine and special tools.

YOU WILL :

T.u:ne the 0Immins engine.

HOW WELL:

According to criteria as stated in the Performance Test.

ALL ITEMS MUST BE MARKED "YES" FOR ATTAINMENT.
YES

1 . Was the timing tool installed in the engine correctly?
2. Were the gauges set up correctly?
3. Was the engine rotated in the correct rotation for IDC?
4. Was the gauge for TCD set on zero?
5. Was the engine rotated to 90° in the correct rotation?

6. Was the gauge over the push rod set on zero? 7. Was the engine rotated in the correct rctation to 45°
before TDC?
8. Wai the engine rotated to .2032 BIDC corr:ctly?

9. Was the

readjng on the push rod guage correct?

10. Was the work st2rion cleaned?·

Fig. 3

NO

-
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The salient points to ask of material such as the above inclusions (according to
Blank -1982) are first of all to differentiate between the areas of Written and
Performance requirements. In the case of the current example a performance
test is required because assessment of skills clearly calls for a performance test.
(Assessment of knowledge would be handled by a written test).

The next step is to determine exactly what should be tested - exactly what
should the trainee be required to do to demonstrate competence in the task as
i t is stated? The next stage is to be aware of minimal requirements, only the
critical steps should be included.
Include only those process-related items that will distinguish between someone who
can perform the task competently and someone who cannot. (Blank)

The items to be selected should include as many items (and the right kind of
items) as necessary to assess mastery of the task.

This now moves to the final step (Step 5 ) which prescribes:
Only essential process and product-related items to be included on performance tests,
and the students should complete the test with 100% accuracy to be considered
competent.

Otlter overseas influences and backgrounds
The Australian move towards CBT claims to follow a series of reports and
examinations of both overseas programmes and pressure induced by the state
of the Australian economy.
argument:

This approach is aligned to the following
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In the early 1980s i t became obvious to the politicians that Australia would
have to make some moves towards award restructure - for example, in 1983
there were nearly four hundred job classifications in the Australian metals
industry alone.

The Kirby Report of 1985 recommended that competency standards should be
set for the trades, and as a result of this a Tripartite Mission was formed to
study the level and scope of

skills in the metal and electrical trades

in a

number of European countries.

I t was noted that training in these countries was competency based and
legislated for either within specific Acts or through Government legislation.
The standards of the competency tests were prescribed, but the time taken to
achieve levels and the methods of instruction were not prescribed.
(Australian Tripartite Mission 1987)

I t was also reported that i t was not necessary for workers to complete the
traditional apprenticeship system in order to be employed as tradesmen.
Because examination competence skills only were prescribed it was not
necessary for people to adhere to any set system of study

- it was not

considered to be important how the student achieved the Learning Outcome
goal providing the goal was reached. Among methods available were on-the
job training, adult educational training or Recognition of Prior Learning.

In

addition to this the emphasis was on the demonstration of ability rather than
how the ability had been obtained.
Final examinations are structured to determine the competency levels achieved;
they are heavily oriented to practical testing, usually over a period of 20 hours or
more, with examinations in theory over half to one day (sic). In some countries (eg
the Netherlands), satisfactory completion of an on-the-job taskbook is required as a
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pre-requisite to entry to the final examination and there were instances where the
final examination included oral testing. (ATP37)

Upon its return to Australia, the Mission recommended " ... the establishment
of national competency standards for all skilled occupations and the
i ntroduction of nationally consistent final competency testing in such
occupations." (ATP )

Later, in 1990, the Commonwealth/State Training Advisory Committee was to
take up these ideas, particularly with reference to the German model, which
was considered particularly impressive, and immediate implementation
procedures were to be actioned.

Tite United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom the American ideas of the 1960s and 1970s have been
modified, and the system has focussed upon functional analysis (Mitchell,
1989).

The British looked at the early American models and were of the opinion that
they were too task-oriented. However a decade previously Pottinger ( 1979) had
already criticised the American system :
This approach, sometimes carried to extremes, results in taxonomies of hundreds,
sometimes thousands, of skills connected with particular kinds of jobs ... This
preoccupation with

specificity, clarity and precision of behavioural objectives has

left many researchers with an operational paradigm for defining and measuring
professional competencies which is intuitively and

theoretically oversimplified

and invalid.

Under the functional analysis (also referred to previously as Task Analysis)
approach the key area of competence is broken down into a number of Units of
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Competence, and these are then again sub-classified or divided into Elements
of Competence.

As in Germany i t is intended that the units of competence will be portable and
its acquisition a matter of flexibility and negotiation between the employer and
employed. It is intended that the units become portable and may be accepted
within various trade areas as contributing towards the key areas of competence
as defined by Industry.

A Unit of Competence may consist of two, three,

perhaps four elements. Each element consists of desirable outcomes, but does
not, in itself indicate a standard of acceptable performance in a specific area.

The British programme, like that of

Australia, is a Government initiative.

The driving force for change in the UK came from a British White Paper called
"Employment for the 90s" which was presented to Parliament in 1988.

Australia

As mentioned previously in this chapter, within the first few years of the 1980s
it became clear that Australia would have to take some action regarding the
obsolete award system which was still operating at that time. These years were
a time of rapid, and confusing change, for example, the weakening trade
situation and the erosion of Australia's overseas markets.

Internally there was dissent, with each sector of the economy blaming other
sectors for falling production and exports and the increasing foreign debt. As
we have seen, a Tripartite Mission was formed in 1985 and sent overseas to
study our competitors' ways of doing things. (See Sharp, towards the end of
this Chapter).
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In the same year, 1 985, the Quality Education Review Committee (Karmel
1985) met.

It should be noted that the QERC focused on school education,

while Finn's group were working with post-compulsory aged schooling.
However, there were similarities of approach inasmuch as both approaches
were concerned about outcomes, that is, what people can do rather than any
other measure.

It was at this time that some TAFE colleges began to develop their "outcomes"
approach and relating i t directly towards what people were actually paid in the
workplace. The Ford Motor Company was quick to see that there appeared to
be an approach to training which would fit in with many of the Company
ideas which had been consistent with corporate culture for many years both in
America and in the U.K. A return to the "Time and Motion" days of Ford's of
Dagenham (London) seemed almost to be endorsed by the outcome concepts,
and there appeared to be a very clear link between these ideas and the QERC
support for CBT:

The Committee has approached the definition of desirable outcomes through the
concept of competence, that is, the ability to use knowledge and skills effectively to
achieve a purpose. This allows the emphasis to be placed on the results of learning,
which should be purposeful and have demonstrable effects. It encourages a practical
examination of desirable outcomes because i t can be used to concentrate attention
both on the purpose to be achieved and on the necessary knowledge and the abilities
required to apply the knowledge.

Karmel went on to set out five general competencies which were described as
"desirable learning outcomes"

These were:
•
•
•

Getting information
Conveying information
Applying logic to the processes
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•
•

Practical tasks
Group tasks

These "areas of competency" are remarkably similar to the final agreed areas of
implementation in the National Communication Skills modules which were
put together in 1992.

I n 1987 Australia implemented a National Wage Case which included
structural efficiency principles in exchange for union cooperation in assisting
with a rationalisation of the award system and a second tier increase in wages
geared to improved productivity.

Award restructing included a whole raft of innovations and changes to the
traditional Australian employer-worker arrangements.

Included in Morris'

( 1 989) paper is a section dealing with "Training for New Skills." It calls for
coherent and consistent training standards, pathways for improvement of
skills, an improved responsiveness from industry, and, most importantly, the
progressive introduction of competency-based training.

These ideas were taken up, and in 1991 the Australian Education Council
(AEC) (Finn Report) released the targets for achievement for sixteen to
nineteen year olds (AEC 1991) . This Report advocated the implementation of
"employment-related key competencies" for the target group, and that these
competencies should be acquired no matter what final post-compulsory
education or training followed.

It was at this stage that communication became specifically included in the
"key competencies" agenda.
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Specifically, the Finn Committee advised the following to be addressed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language and communication
Mathematics
Scientific and technical understanding
Cultural understanding
Problem solving
Personal and interpersonal characteristics.

All these i deas were refined and supported by the Carmichael Report ( 1 992).
Carmichael's team took the next step and endorsed the Australian Vocational
Certificate which requires all A VC trainees to "achieve standards in the key
competencies". (Carmichael 1992.4).

"Almost all" young people should attain

the National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) at Level 2 "by the year 1995."

Carmichael addressed four "imperatives".

(Carmichael, 1993).

He saw

computer-based technology as,
...eliminating a large number of repetitious and laborious jobs that were available in
many industries for those who, for various reasons, left school at an early age.

He continues:
These jobs have gone forever; and the jobs created with the use of the new
technology require significantly higher and broader levels of education and skills
formation.

Secondly, he was aware that there is a global demand for high quality products,
and this drives "the need to work smarter (and smarter still").

He was

concerned about the need for an increasing awareness and legal accountability
for the environment and "the social effects of industry", and finally he
strongly advocated the emergence of work groups and teams as "the most
effective way of managing the new systems technology."
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It was through these teams that Carmichael could see an Australia which
would be "constantly working smarter and be accountable for outcomes."

Carmichael wanted to make work teams, which are formed according to "what
competencies are required", into the service of industry, and equipped with
three categories of education and skill formation.

Specifically he advocated

broad-based vocational work skills, social work group skills or work team skills
and finally self-management and accountability skills.

Concurrent with CBT implementation, the Carmichael Report proposed a new
Australian Vocational Certificate (AVC) to take the place of the old Australian
Standards Framework (ASF) (Davey 1992). A set of national targets were to be
achieved by the year 2001 . The new national agenda insists on competency
based training as a perceived means of "raising the level of Australian industry
resources" (Carmichael 1993).

Carmichael's stated aim was to escape the

"single, theoretical and academic context of the past... (and) "establish
relevance of learning for a 90 to 95 per cent participation as against the
minority of the past." He claimed that he was anxious to establish group and
team assignments as major factors in pedagogy, and that this is reflected in the
Report's statement of essential competencies.

Carmichael used a British Confederation of British Industry Report ( 1989) as a
model.

In this Report the stated goal set by British industry for vocational

education is for almost all young people to attain the National Vocational
Qualification (NQV) level 2 or its academic equivalent by the year 1995. (This
translates, on the Australian version, to C (Competence) Level 1 2 / 1 1 on the
Industrial Classification (IC), which relates to Level 2 on the Australian
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Standards Framework (ASF) which in turn is the equivalent of a TAFE
Certificate/bordering on a Trade Certificate.

Carmichael claims a pursuit of excellence in the following:
Setting target standards of competence; striving to meet and exceed them; exploring
advantages in proceeding to higher levels for some or all persons in a work team mix
of competencies, and

raising the level of each standard over time as the pursuit of

quality creates a new culture, is at one and the same time participating in the pursuit
of excellence.
Carmichael , 1993 p.19).

Carmichael goes on to reiterate the advantages of his approach to industry:
The potential exists for a massive increase in productivity and a widening of social
perspectives. A large number of people become freed of purposesfrom repetitious and
laborious work.

They can be involved i n managing and coordinating the new

technology and social processes for an enormous range of purposes.
(Carmichael,

p.20).

Carmichael formed the bridge by proposing the new system of entry-level
training; it was then left to the Mayer Committee (1992 a and b) to propose
exactly what the competencies were to be, ( Borthwick 1993).

In the developmental phase of the competency selection Mayer's Committee
keep a close eye on what other countries were doing. Specifically comparison
was made with New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the USA.

It will be noted that

initiation of the key competencies occurred in several

countries at about the same time.

Borthwick (1993) Presents the following Comparative CBT Evolution Chart
and comments (p30) on the inclusion of competence in a modern foreign
language within the UK Communication core skills.

Mayer's Committee
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noted this and there was considerable enthusiasm amongst that group to
present a similar inclusion within the Australian context.

This has not �n

endorsed at this time (late 1 993) but there is no reason to believe that this
matter will not be reconsidered.
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AUSTRALIA, UNITED KINGDOM, USA
AND NEW ZEALAND

A COMPARATIVE CBT EVOLUTION CHART
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(Borthwick, p.31)
The Australian Education Council (AEC) and the Minister

of Vocational

Employment, Educational and Training (MOVEET) received and endorsed
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Mayer's Report i n September 1992.

The endorsement covered the key

competencies suggested and the definition upon which the proposal was based.
Key Competencies
for effective participation in emerging forms of work and work organisation
Col lect

i

g Analys in g and Organising Information

n

,

The capacity to locate information, sift and sort information in order to select
what is required and present it in a useful way, and evaluate both the
information itself and the sources and methods used to obtain it.

Communicating Ideas and Information
The capacity to communicate effectively with others using the range of
spoken, written, graphic and other non-verbal means of expression.
Planning and Organising Information
The capacity to plan and organise one·s own work activities, including making
good use of time and resources, sorting out priorirties and monitoring one's own
performance.
W orking With Others and in Teams
The capacity to interact effectively with other people on a one-to-one basis
and in groups, including understanding and responding to the needs of a client
and working effectively as a member of a team to achieve a shared goal.

Using Mathematical Ideas and Techniques
The capacity to use mathematical ideas, such as number and space, and
techniques, such as estimation and approximation, for practical purposes.

Solving Problems
The capacity to apply problem-solving strategies in purposeful ways, both in
situations where the problem and the desired solution are clearly evident and
in situations requiring critical thinking and a creative approach t o achieve
an outcome.

Us ing Technology
The capacity to apply technology, combining the physical and sensory skills
needed to operate equi pment with the understanding of scientific and
technological principles needed to explore and adapt systems.

<AEC/MOVEET 1992a, 3 )

Fig 5 .
The Key Competencies as accepted by AEC and MOVEET
after Borthwick, p 32.
.
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The above statements follow the established Australian government attitude
towards its perceived need to move towards CBT. There are, of course other
views as to why CBT had to be introduced, and foremost among these is a
perception that multinationals want a cheap source of trained labour.

Kapferer (1 988) could see a particularly bleak future. Writing in "Curriculum
Perspectives" she mentions "a perception of crisis in the management, control
and directions of young people". She goes on to see complete frustration of
our youth with concurrent increased lawlessness and anti-social behaviour
and an adult population "themselves facing redundancy, joblessness and
despair".

Two years earlier Sharp (1 986) saw similar unpleasant signs for the future, and
wrote about the possibility that .
... 1 the] State must undertake a concerted ideological assault on its citizens... It is
here that youth policies are born, out of the marriage of capital accumulation and
the suppression of civil and social disorder.

Sharp goes further and comments on:
The global economic situation is unlikely to improve; indeed, it seems likely to
worsen. We can thus expect a number of outcomes which will have little truly
educational or even material benefit for those who suffer most from the corporate
restructuring of Australian social functions. (Sharp)

In this section an attempt has been made to provide an overview of some of
the history of competence-based training and how it came to be included as a
national Australian agenda. It is difficult to pinpoint any particular person or
statement or occasion and firmly make the pronouncement that this

was

the

catalyst for the national implementation programme: rather it appears that the
drift towards the agenda is the result of a consensus approach driven by very
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powerful stakeholders controlling society in Australia in particular and society
in "the western world" in general.
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CHAPTER V
CONSULTATION?

The National Framework clearly sets out the rules.

As from the start of

August, 1992, courses which do not conform to the accepted format, ie the
competency-based format, were not to be accredited. (This ruling comes from
the Northern Territory Registration Advisory Council (ARAC) which stated
that emplacement of CBT would be immediate following NFROT agreement).

At this stage it should be pointed out that existing courses, that is courses
which were currently running, were allowed to continue without changes
until the time that their accreditation expired. This was well intentioned, but
unfortunately it led to a high degree of administrative difficulty because many
courses were made up of a variety of units. These units would be provided
and administered by various Departments and sectors which were generally,
but not always within the same educational division.

For example, an

Associate Diploma in, say, Horticulture would be presented entirely by the
Institute of Technical and Further Education (ITAFE), but the actual units may
be provided by various sectors within ITAFE. Most of the course would be
presented by the School of Technology, but some units which may be elective
or compulsory could be provided by areas as disparate as the School of
Commerce, and even, perhaps one of the Trade Schools.

At first sight this complexity should not matter because all the units are
provided by the same establishment (in this instance, ITAFE). However, the
matter is complicated because some Schools and areas implemented the new
procedures almost immediately whilst others continued with their established
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courses under the existing accreditation mandate (which could remain valid
for up to three years.)

The National Framework makes i t mandatory for training establishments
such as ITAFE to conform to the agenda but at the time of writing there has
been little or no application of CBT to the area of Higher Education.

However, some Schools and Faculties have been examining the "Cooperative
Articulation" approach which has also been a high political and academic
priority during the past few years; their degrees or associate diplomas may
straddle the two areas of "Training" (as in

ITAFE)

and "Higher Education" (as

in the current NTU degree programmes), an example of this is the degree in
Hospitality Management which is based on the Faculty of Business, NTU, but
draws its mandatory Communication programme from the Department of
Communication, ITAFE.

Unfortunately, there have been some difficulties

within this area of Communication and these will be discussed in some detail
in a later chapter.

The Communication offerings of the Department of Communication are on a
service provider basis.

They conform to what is required from other

Departments and Schools, and as a result of the National Framework they are
all in National Communication Skills (NCS) format.

These modules are not

"courses" within the understanding of a course; they are elective modules or
mandatory modules within the framework of a full course the completion of
which would normally lead to the award of a Certificate or Associate Diploma.

There will be more mention of the above complications and ambiguities of
agenda later. At this stage suffice it to say that from the outset of the process
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there have been difficulties of both a teaching and administrative nature
which have resulted from the decision to implement CBT procedures.

A t the official date of implementation there was little knowledge of
competency-based training at the teaching levels of the Communication
section of ITAFE.

An Occasional Paper entitled Competency-based Training -

An Implementation Strategy for the NT, May 1991, (Smillie) had been
distributed in some areas but not generally. The document was produced "to
stimulate discussion on matters related to the implementation plan."
However no invitation to participate is such discussion was given to the
lecturers who would eventually have to carry all the responsibility for the
implementation procedures.

The assumption amongst those who had seen

this document (Appendix 1 ) was that no action could be expected until
procedures had been set up at a Territory level.

In the first chapter of this thesis it was mentioned that the earliest indications
that competency-based training would be implemented came in June 1992
when a School briefing was arranged by an interested lecturer who had
attended a Sydney conference.

This was just two months before the

Framework was approved. At the same meeting, (that is the briefing session),
the Head of School provided a document (Appendix 2) Implications for the
Implementation of Competency-based Training - CBT. Within this document
i s mention of the "two 'lighthouse' Colleges for the purpose of conducting
CBT trials." As can be seen from the document, Maryborough and Gateway
were the trialling bases for Queensland, but if the document is studied
carefully

it

will become apparent that there is no mention of specific

Communication trialling.
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As far as implementation of Communication in CBT format within

ITAFE

is

concerned the matter became an imperative within the ITAFE and School area
of operations. There was little discussion relating to the merits or otherwise of
the agenda, it was simply a matter of a newly formed Department tackling its
first major task. Holland (1993 - referenced in Chapter 12) writing about CBT
implementation procedures takes the stance of legitimising Carmichael and
Mayer, and saying, in effect, that i t is not the course's business what the
curriculum is, but it is up to each individual unit to emplace the agenda to the
best of its ability. Soucek (1993), Jackson (1993) and Beevers ( 1 993) (referenced
in Chapter 13) are aware of this stance and oppose it, Jackson going as far as
describing what she sees as a "vacuous ideological practice."

However, as far as the reality of implementation is concerned Holland was
right, but perhaps for the wrong reasons. There was no discussion. There was
a simple instruction to complete a task, and behind this the threat of funding
withdrawal (the matter of funding will be mentioned in more detail in a later
Chapter).

Kapferer and Sharp (See previous Chapter - p.36) also think that

there is no alternative but to political imperative of "rejigging the education
system." Sharp, in particular was looking at the system from the point of view
of a sociologist and unwelcome changes are necessary if "the corporate
restructuring of Australian society" is to be effectively introduced.

As early as 1972 Sieber was warning of the potential disasters which can result
from curriculum being forced through as political expediency.

Also long

before CBT implementation Carter and Duffy (1983) write that curriculum
implementation without proper consultation is potentially dangerous because
" . . . a likely undesirable outcome of this approach is to reduce teachers'
commitment to the curriculum they are interpreting." They go on to make
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the point that without commitment there is a real chance that introduced
curriculum may fail.

Bayona (1978) when writing about the importance of commitment says:
Teachers (must) understand the curriculum design as well as acquiring the sense of
ownership of the curriculum which comes from prior involvement in its
developmental stages ...
One of the criticisms of top-down style of development is that teachers are simply
expected to implement curriculum passages without any prior involverment in their
development. Critics of this styl e of development, when it is heavily underpinned
by power-coercive strategies, regard it as undemocratic and an infringement on the
professional rights of the teacher.
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CHAPTER VI
THE COST AND TIME FRAME

As mentioned in the previous Chapter, the beginnings of understanding that
the national agenda was going to make a major impact on programmes only
began half way through 1992.

One of the first questions to be asked was

"Where is the money going to come from?"

At that time Departmental

assumptions were made that resources and time would be made available for
teacher orientation to the new programme.

This alone would require financial arrangements for replacement part-time
lecturers while In-Servicing or Conferencing was taking place, and perhaps
travel funding would have to be made available, because Darwin is divorced
from the major population centres.

It was

also expected that additional

resources would become available to assist with the increased complexity
involved in record-keeping for all the required Learning Outcomes and
The Texas Guide (see Chapter IV) under

a d ditional administration.
"Disadvantages of CBE" states:

Instructors often find themselves wanting to implement CBE but do not hav<' th<' tml<'
to develop the learning packages, generate competency statC'ments and all the other

CBE things that need to get done. Often, installing CBE becomes a scxond tull·llme
job on top of the instructor's primary job of teaching. <p.25, Pomt 7)

Government rhetoric at that time was indicating that new funding would be
made available to TAFE.

No mention that these funds were going to be

thrown open to industry bids was made, and it was not made clear that what
money was available was going to be tied to specific areas which mav have
nothing to do with CBT.
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The Queensland "Lighthouse" information ( Appendix 2) was available to the
Department of Communication, but it was indicative only of an imposed
agenda, and in itself it was not particularly helpful in explaining where
resources were coming from.

The source mentions such matters as

professional development and self-paced learning as though these are routine
matters.

A closer examination of the paper poses more questions than are

answered.

For example i t is not explained exactly what professional

development would be required.

The expression "self-paced" is used, but

this is not really explained, and certainly not explained in the context of
Communication instruction.

Similarly, competency models are mentioned, but none of them are relevant
to the area of Communication.

No Learning Resources are mentioned in the

document.

The question of implementation cost was of interest to the School and the
Department of Communication in particular because of severe budget
restrictions which were in place at that time.

It quickly became obvious that a

major cost of implementation would be in the areas of learning resources and
materials.

In order to conform to the ideas expressed in this document relating to
learners being able to start and finish their courses of study at their
convenience, (self-paced learning), it seemed that very large resources would
be needed because the Departmental first impression was that all the NCS
Communication modules would have to be "free-standing" and that students
could then properly enter and leave the programme at their own convenience.
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I t also seemed reasonable to expect resources to be made available for such
things as computer equipment and software, because CAL would probably be
required for student tracking and self-development.

The Broadmeadows

model mentions such matters as students being responsible for their own rate
of progress and student computer-access to facilitate this is also mentioned.

Another major cost was anticipated as increased lecturer and tutor contact. It
seemed reasonable to expect that more contact classes would be required as
competency-based instruction became entrenched. Of course, it was anticipated
that funding would become available to students in order to assist them to buy
the new materials which would be required.

Students studying Fashion Technology, for example, may require a lot of
expensive material before a specific competence learning outcome was
reached. In areas such as this it seemed unreasonable to ask the student to pay
again for materials used, because each student already had to pay a course fee.

In the area of Communication i t was

assumed that resources would be

available from the Federal Government to meet such essential areas as course
writing and materials preparation fees. Developed materials, such as detailed
handbooks and manuals would have to be produced, and this would involve
increased work and costs. Part of the reason why it was assumed that increased
funds would become available relates to the Carmichael Report which
anticipates:
•
•

•

90 percent of 1 9 year olds are expected to cornplete Year 1 2
90 percent of 20 year olds are expected to have an AVC
(Australian Vocational Level-refer to later Chapter) of Level 2.
60 percent of 22 year olds will have an AVC Level 3.
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(An explanation of the AVC levels may be found in the last Chapter of this
thesis).

All this by the turn of the century!

Carmichael emphasises the importance of the competency-based approach, and
it seemed reasonable to expect that in changing the existing academic
assessment and credentialling procedures (which were obviously perceived as
outmoded), funding sources for "excellency in implementation" would be
made available.

This expectation, if it was a serious expectation, was seriously upset when a
document from the NSW TAFE Commission was circulated throughout the
NT Tertiary Education area at Director and Chairman level.

The Report was

called "Facilities Implications of CBT" and the abstract and key findings were
sent out on the 1st September 1992, by the Deputy Secretary of (NT) Post-School
Education and Training.

(This abstract and associated recommendations are

presented under Appendix 3).

An interesting point is that the Report specifically mentions Associate
Diploma level courses. This is of interest to the Communication Department
because much of the Communication offered by

ITAFE

is at this level.

The abstract states:
The study was extended to cover Associate Diploma level courses but as it had
already been determined that very few courses at this level met with the criteria
for a CBT program, it was decided to gather information on a "hypothetical"' basis.
Structured interviews were conducted with senior TAFE personnel regarding their
plans for the implementation of CBT and expected changes in physical resources and
other resource requirements. These interviews d i d not include inspectior. of
facilities.
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Secondly, the above information seems to reiterate the management approach
to implementation procedure. By not visiting "the facilities" any contact with
the staff who would have to physically implement the ideas was precluded.

The Report concedes that some funding should be made available for
"Resource Room I Area", but "throughout" is very heavily emphasised.

This

would appear to indicate that rooms may be made available on a continuous
basis.

It is expressly mentioned that "integrated theory/practical is not an

essential feature of a CBT course."

Curriculum development is mentioned as "the largest single cost in
implementing CBT." The assumption here is that resources would be made
available, presumably from Government areas, for funding this area of need.

There is no mention of additional resources being needed for teaching;
however, it is conceded that problems in basic skills become very obvious
when exposed to CBT methods:
Literacy and numeracy problems were more obvious in CBT courses than in most
previous curricula due to earlier and more frequent assessment tasks. However, most
colleges have provided for these needs without incurring increased costs. (3.10).

There is refere�ce to staff development, but apparently the development
which is referred to is specifically related to educating teachers in the required
CBT implementation procedures rather than enhancing specific teaching
skills:
Staff development should address both teaching and management, including the
changing role of teachers, in order to alleviate some of the apparent apprehension
among staff about competency-based programs. (3.11-12).
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Immediately following the above quotation, and in the same document the
statement is made:
Multiskilling was seen as necessary for teachers to cope with the demands of
students in a self-paced course.

Regular returns to Industry is one way of keeping

abreast of current changes and developments. (3.12).

This statement has no immediate direct impact on the implementation of CBT
into a Communication course, because there is no immediate "Industry" base
to return to.

This matter is mentioned because the statement represents a

distinct attitude which is apparent in many of the CBT Implementary
procedural documents. It appears to be perfectly valid that staff in some areas,
perhaps Tourism and Hospitality for example, should return to Industry in
order to keep up with continual changes and demands. The problem is that up
until now no staff replacement resources have been made available from any
Government or Industry area to assist in the procedures which are suggested.

The earlier question relating to the cost of consumables, (the fashion student
using up materials, for example), appears to be answered here (Appendix 3.9)
states:
The increased costs of consumables could be partially or fully offset in some courses by

the sale of services to clients . . . In the future, the final assessment of a competency

may be on the

;ob, and TAFE's consumables costs would consequently fall.

This Report Abstract was circulated by the Head of School to all Department
Heads for comment. (This request is included in Appendix 3 as Addendum
1 ).

After reading the document, the Communication Department response (a copy
of this is included in Appendix 3 as Addendum 2) was that there would be
problems if insufficient funds were made available - particularly in the
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curriculum development area.

A t the time little

was

known about

the

National (NCS) modules. It was understood that they were being developed
but there was considerable discussion about what they would contain.
However enough was known to be concerned about bending specific NCS
approaches towards the hundreds, perhaps thousands of individual learning
outcomes which may be expected within a very large number of differing
trades.

At that time a HOD memo contains the following:
The dilemma is that without proper facilities the courses will resemble an Italian
version of Mickey Mouse; but then if the facilities and projected infra-structure is
(sic) set up in entirety, then who can guarantee demand?
(Hayward - Departmental File)

What was meant by this was that even if significant resources were to be
expended on specific areas, there was absolutely no promise that the "returns"
required by the educational administrators would ever happen.

The memo

goes on to mention a specific course which had to be cancelled because there
had been insufficient interest from potential students.
classic "chicken and the egg" situation.

I t seemed to be the

It seemed that Communication did

not really fit with the Trade areas, and the CBT should not be imposed on
Communication at all.

There may be some supporting evidence for this

premise inasmuch as it

was later discovered that each section of

Communication teaching, for example, Technical Communication still had to
retain a distinct bias to its client area.

In the reality of the financial and

pedagogical situation the modules could not stand in isolation.
section of this study will examine this in more detail.

Another
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As indicated in Addendum 1 (referenced above) all staff comments were sent
on to the ITAFE Executive Committee, where they were presumably
considered but not actioned.

No funds were a l located to implement CBT within the Department of
Communication and Library Practice, and in fact contact teaching had to be
reduced considerably because of an actual reduction in resources.

Tite implementation timing schedule
As far as

ITAFE

was concerned, the implementation schedule started from the

day the Minister signed the Agreement, that is on the 1 s t August 1992.

In reality

ITAFE

can claim to have started even before this date because some

of the Trades courses which had come up for re-accreditation up to a year or so
previously had been presented in CBT format presumably because the lecturers
and course co-ordinators in those areas were aware of the Government agenda.
It would be expected that professionals within Trades would have anticipated
the course of events, because, as we have seen, the decisions to implement
CBT can be traced directly back to award restucture. There was a peripheral
awareness of the course of events in areas such as Communication, but it was
not regarded as a priority because, after all there was no consultation at the
procedural level, and it was (falsely) assumed that after further consideration
CBT would probably be confined to the Trade areas and probably some Science
areas where it appeared to be appropriate.

Although it was known that there was a NCS team working on the modules, it
was imagined that these would have to be presented for negotiation, and then
perhaps re-negotiation until such time as they became regarded by consensus
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as

"workable" or "inappropriate".

In any case, i t was not understood that

when the Ministers signed the Agreement for the National framework for the
Recognition of Training, then Communication would be regarded simply as
part of a course, and nobody had had a chance to argue that it was not, simply,
part of a course, but an immensely complicated area encompassing so many
skills and differentials that, perhaps, it might have been better to have left it as
i t was.

Alternatively, if in the chase for National Levels it was regarded

essential that one standard prevailed, then perhaps even a return to State
Examination might have been preferable to the imposition of the criteria and
outcomes.

The Director of ITAFE was instructed by the Secretary for Education to direct
immediate implementation. This was done to the Heads of all Schools, and
they then instructed Department Heads that CBT formats were to be
implemented.

As we have seen in the previous Chapter, some Departments

had more leeway than others.

If they were running complete and discrete

courses, then they did not have to do anything until the course came up for re
accreditation.

If

they were very lucky they would have considerable time to

look at what was happening in other areas and plan for implementation. If
they were very lucky indeed, then somebody, in some other State, would come
up for re-accreditation before them, and they would then be able to "import"
the course for a token fee. Under the philosophy of the National Framework
courses should be able to articulate from State to State and if a course has been
accredited

in

another State then it saves perhaps hundreds of hours if it is

simply bought or brought in.

The fact that this may eventually end up in the situation where there is only
one course available for the whole of the country does not appear to have
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occurred to anyone apart from the instigators of the agenda, and perhaps this is
an ultimate aim.

Because Communication is a service area changes had to be addressed
immediately. This meant that students should be undertaking instruction in
CBT by the start of the following semester (the first semester of 1993).

There

was less than three months in real time was available for consultation,
preparation and implementation.
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CHAPTER VII
SETTING-UP THE TEACHING PROGRAMMES

The key competencies described in Mayer (1992) were generally accepted by the
industry groups involved in the consultation process.

The title of Mayer's

Report, Putting General Education to Work seems to suggest that it (that is
General Education) was not working before Mayer came along.

Finn, Mayer and Carmichael all presented structures, and Carmichael,
specifically, was involved with constructing pathways and alternatives for
accreditation procedures within the frameworks provided by Industry and
Education.

Deveson 1 990 (in Training Costs of Award Restructure) was also very
interested in the "pathways" approach.

"In particular, we must develop the

linkages between the education and training sectors . . . " Deveson was earnestly
pursuing "an understanding of the world of work in the early stages of
education."

However, perhaps the Federal response of allocating increased resources, but
then throwing the bids open to TAFE and industry and the private sector did
more harm than good. (This matter is linked to the fund-raising possibilities
mentioned briefly in the previous Chapter).

As far as programmes such as

Communication are concerned a contention may be made that there is no way
that funds can be raised apart from levying additional fees on students. In a
later Chapter the problems associated with comparatively minor fee
impositions such as using a mandatory course guide and charging for
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) testing will be mentioned. The
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Communication Department is not competitive with Industry because we are
not in the same business as Industry; perhaps the confusion between
Education and Training is a significant part of the arguments surrounding
CBT.

(More details on this are available in Appendix 4, Addendum. This

addendum is a copy of an Age article entitled "TAFE Faces Competition From
Private Industry").

One point is very clear, and that is that somewhere along the line the
Communication programmes were caught up in the emplacement of
"Pathways and Structures" and i t was simply assumed by the policy makers
that there would be no difficulty in changing them over to a CBT format.

In

point of fact this process is quite easy once the language has been mastered by
the programme writer. In the case of the Communication units involved in
this study, it proved to be relatively easy to present the modules, complete
with their teaching materials in the prescribed CBT mode once the actual
process was understood and an approach decided.

The real question is, of

course, about whether CBT is an appropriate way to present a Communication
curricul urn.

In order to interpret a curriculum i t is necessary to consider a few basic
questions.

Fielding and Cavanagh ( 1 983) ask the question - Who creates it?

(that is, the curriculum.)

The Finn Committee was unrepresentative of anyone with any background or
qualification in education-there was Finn himself, two TAFE managers, Laurie
Carmichael and the Chair of NBEET (National Board of Education,
Employment and Training).
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Fielding and Cavanagh, (towards the end of their paper) make the proposition
that:
... a curriculum perhaps explicitly but often implicitly makes a n assumption as to
who are appropriate curriculum decision makers.

They continue:
... We reiterate that a curriculum is a man-made plan for educational action in
society.

As such it cannot be value free and it cannot come into existence unless

someone or some group determines that it will come into existence.

Earlier in the same paper the point is made that some goals will be higher than
others. This at first appears to be at odds with the stated philosophy of CBT,
but if one asks, Whose goals? then the answer would refer straight back to the
decision-makers. It is their goals which are being pursued, and these may have
little or nothing to do with the stated aims of the actual agenda. The agenda or
curriculum assumes the identity of the people who created it, and their values
are its values.

The a 1m of most curricula is to produce "the educated person", but this
presents another question
of the term

n
i

itself, and that is: Educated for what? Definitions

"education" have changed throughout history.

The "educated

person" today is the politically correct person and Webber's "ideal" person is
definitely a sociological concept. There is support for an extension of this idea that is to say that the so called "ideal" is not an ideal in the normal sense of the
word, but rather an archetypal entity with attributes which are deemed as
"ideal" by influential sectors of society.

These sectors may well be powerful

players and manipulators - multinationals for example - whose best interests
are not the interests of other groups or individuals. To take this argument a
little further, why would it be of value to an employer, whether private or
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Government, to "educate" beyond the minimum required level for specific
tasks?

Symes (1977) says that the practical side of teaching - classroom management,
writing on the board, arranging neat classrolls and so on, do not require a
sophisticated understanding of a subject, but just an intelligent and realistic
frame of mind. This being so, then why bother to train teachers beyond what
is perceived by some - the employer for example - as the level required? If this
argument is accepted, then a hierarchical categorisation or grading can be made
which relates to the duties and wages levels. These gradings have been made,
and are briefly referred to in the final Chapter of this thesis, and this is what
CBT is all about.

Today's "educated man" will be tomorrow's historical

curiosity.

The original question remains.

Is CBT the right way to approach a

Communication Curriculum?

The agenda has been imposed, and the practioners in the field were powerless
to change it, divert it or even effectively comment on it. Competency-based
training is clearly an imposed agenda, and this being so the inclusion of
Communication within the agenda would obviously be intentional at the
policy level rather than caused by epistemological constraints at the teaching
level.

The National Communication modules are not just about language but also a
way of seeing the world. By their very nature they must conform strictly to the
philosophy behind the programme, and the resultant approach is quaint, in a
rather doctrinaire fashion.

An example of this can be found in the module
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NCS016 which is "Writing in Plain English." In this module there is a
suggested Learning Outcome in which students are invited

to applaud the

"Plain English" philosophy - it is suggested that they prepare and deliver a
presentation which explains how learning to use "Plain English" has helped
them in their study, work and daily lives.

This follows Carmichael's ideas

about the community or team approach which are reflected in modules with
titles such as: "Negotiations Skills" and "Work-Team Communications".
Another title is

"Working in a Team".

These modules tend to duplicate

themselves extensively.

In fairness it should also be mentioned that "a curriculum" can mean various
things to different people and in different places. For example it could mean
" a regular course of study".
system.

I t can just mean a specification in a centralized

Stenhouse ( 1975) says that in Oslo it just means a book of instruction

for teachers, and translates into "monster plan" from Swedish. (This product
of a centralised system was a manual of instruction for teachers, which, if
followed exactly was supposed to create the "ideal citizen" as perceived by that
system).

It may be that there never has been consensus on exactly what the

word means, and perhaps the only way to handle this would be to include
additional descriptors such as " ... a teachers' curriculum of X" or "a political
curriculum of X". However, even this would probably not work because there
is rarely consensus of opinion, and never within the two groups mentioned
above.

Fielding and Cavanagh (1983) assist in arriving at a definition when they look
at five aspects of curriculum which when pulled together can circumvent the
problem area of confusing things with ideas. Frequently the idea is implicit
within the thing, and an application of this understanding leads to a construct
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process for goals, plans and decision-making prerogatives.

By bringing the

various aspects together it is possible to expose value preferences, and this . in
turn makes it easier to "see where things are coming from". An application of
these principles may

well indicate the "wheels within the obvious wheels··

which have manipulated this CBT agenda. Perhaps much of the new CBT
formatted Communication modular material will work out to be "a good way
In a later section reference will be made to the

of approaching the problem".

necessity of an ongoing review process.

As distinct from an analysis of the

implementation, ongoing consideration is most important. In the former the
process is stopped while the analysis takes place. In the latter approaches are
refined and improved on until, hopefully, they reach a degree of excellence
which cannot be surpassed without changing the presentation format again.

To return to the area of teacher education and to be fair to Symes (mentioned
above) he does not simply break down teacher competence to the lowest
denominator but goes on to develop three levels of theory relating to
performance and achievement.

However it should be remembered that it was

precisely in this context, the teacher training area, that CBT started in America.

A problem occurs if a programme is introduced and it does not work.

With

the introduction of CBT there is the added danger of circular argument - a
perception that the planners may well be assuming what they are trying to
prove. For example, there appears to be little doubt that CBT works better in
some areas than in others.

It was in the Trade areas that interest was first

focussed, and CBT probably works quite well in some Trade areas. The danger
is that because the method works sporadically then it may be applied to all
areas.

This may, for a short time anyway, appear to solve implementation

problems but the assumption that CBT will work well in the more analytical
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areas

of

Communication

and

teacher

education

warrants

further

consideration.

A few years ago the Australian Educational Council presented a document
called the "Common and Agreed National Goals on Schooling In Australia"
(1989). This was commonly known as "The Hobart Declaration" and when it
was published, the Australian Curriculum Studies Association released a very
strong objection prepared and directed by an Executive Meeting which had
been held in March 1990.

The statement made was that the Australian

Educational Council (AEC) had no right to impose this product of closed door
planning, and because there had been no consultation at all they (the ACSSA)
considered the document invalid.

A counter-assertion to this at the time was

that the Ministers did have the right to impose the Hobart Declaration because
they had been appointed as part of the democratic process, and therefore they
held a clear mandate to do exactly as they liked.

The argument raged then and a similar argument is involved in
considerations about CBT.
implementation.

Perhaps this is where a real danger lies in CBT

As mentioned previously in this paper there was no

consultation in the implementation of the NCS modules into CBT. There was
token consultation however, and this obvious tokenism caused a feeling of
irritation amongst many of the people who were really responsible for
implementation at the operational level.

To illustrate this,

a sample of this token "consultation" is presented in

Appendix 5, which is a NCS newsletter, and is dated October 1992. It should be
remembered that the implementation agreement has been signed in August.
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Attention is drawn to the following:
For the first time all Australian States and Territories have been involved in
writing communication modules. Seventeen na tional modules have now been
produced. They arc being phased in throughout Industry and TAFE nationally, and
have been in great demand.

The obvious question is: Why for the first time? Surely the implication here
is that some sort of writing had been going on before the States and Territories
were in\'ited to contribute.

The second question relates to the statement that

the modules have '' been in great demand." No doubt they would be as people
throughout the country suddenly realised that they were going to be forced to
implement CBT

This does not mean that they were in demand because the

pe-ople who had to implement them were in favour of the process .

It simply

means that they were required because there was no other choice.

In the same document there is mention of the ACTRAC funding for staff
de\'elopment
ACTRAC ha!> prcw1d<'d fund mg for th1s natiOnal staff development program. This
v.·dl tx· t0r all ('(lmmunlcatlon tramcrs and teachers who are delivering the modules :
1n mdustry and
�O\'CrnmC'nl, m pnvatc consultane�cs and in TAFE and secondary
schoc,Js

Th(· conferences themselves \·vere normally set up in CBT format and one of
th(·

t"les t

references

-

Del t \'ering !\:ational Communication Modules-National

A Staff Development Manual Funded by ACTRAC - is available

J>rowct

from anv T A F E offtc(• throughout Australia .
ap�ndn.

becauS{·

1t

IS

I have not included it as an

too bulky.

Typtcal of the irrttating "pseudo consultation"
pr('vtously

ts

App('ndix 5 (B) - a questionnaire.

which was mentioned

This questionnaire could not
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have been taken seriously by its distributors because the modules had already
been printed when the questionnaire was distributed.

Also included is Appendix 5 (C) which simply states that Communications
skills are "the way to a new future" and on the last page of this brochure we are
told that this is so because Deveson says "Unless workers and those seeking
jobs have these communication and general learning skills they will be denied
access to training and career advancement."

The above examples illustrate not so much a process of consultation but the
processes of an overtly political arm of State trying to get what it wants by
legitimising its own process through

"agreement." Partly this is done by a

system of argumentum ad populem - everybody likes this programme so i t
must be good!

The real danger, is not so much from the the modules themselves as from the
way in which the agenda was imposed. Partly because of the impression of
imposition and lack of consultation there is a very real danger that the the CBT
approach to Communication will be subverted by the people who are supposed
to be teaching it.

There is a precedent for this. Praetz (1980) examined ways in

which Schools Commission money was used to subvert Schools Commission
policy.

Funding was obtained to create a Catholic bureaucracy which then

allowed the Catholic Education Office to retain control over decisions.

Action Process
In June 1992, and when immediate programming was necessary, the Canberra
office of the Coordinator for the National Communication Skills Project was
contacted. Basically the request was for information about what stage the
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modules were at. In the faxed reply was information about the NCS Project
itself, and a section on the history of the project.

It was then that it was

discovered that work had, in fact started as early as 1989 when the ACT
Institute of TAFE, along with DEET and the Industry Employment Training
Councils (IETC's) instigated a proposal which was "central to both learning
and efficient participation in a changing workforce." The proposed outcomes
would be generic competency based modules which could be delivered across
industry and TAFE. A "State Team comprising industry, business, union and
TAFE nominees" had been set up for each State, and this included the N.T.
The modules had not been completed at that time, but according to the
Canberra informant they should become available "within the year."

At about the same time as the faxes were received, an invitation from the
Communication Skills Co-ordinating Committee, TAFE, Victoria was also
received with a request that $40 be sent for an annual subscription for their
Communication Skills newsletter.

· These documents are in Appendix 6.

Should more have been known about the new agenda? Perhaps. It should be
explained

that Communication is only part

of the Department of

Communication and Library Practice and other programmes including ESL
programmes and Indonesian are also offered by the section.

It is not believed

that the agenda was clandestine, but communication between the TAFE sectors
could not have been very good or more would have been known about what
was about to happen.
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I t was not so much a matter of not being given the answers but more a case of
not knowing what questions should be asked i n regard to agreed
implementation procedures - it was discovered that committees and sub
committees were being set up by various groups all over the country.

In

Victoria Melbourne TAFE had set up a committee to study and report on
strategies for the implementation of the new modules. These people were also
working on a Program Development Sub-Committee, a Publicity and Public
Relations Committee, an Assessment Committee and a Staff Development
Committee.

As i ntelligence regarding other States was obtained there were many
unanswered questions regarding local protocols, and these were confused
partly because of the disparate nature of TAFE operations in the N.T. at that
time.

On 23 June, the day after the receipt of the information faxes, and with no
notice at all, a response was required to a formal request from the Head of
School asking for Departmental readiness status regarding CBT into
Communication.

Memorandum replies under Appendix 7.

In this reply is the first reference to what led to an ongoing misunderstanding.
The statement is made:
Manager)

"

I have conferred with (the Academic Development

on this matter and his advice is that CBT will be introduced as

courses come up for re-accreditation."

This information is correct, but

confusing because it seemed to indicate that there would be plenty of time to
action the programme changes.

At the time the perception was that the

Department of Communication would receive prepared materials from
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Canberra which could be implemented at our leisure "as courses came up for
re-accreditation."

The accompanying document (also included under App. 7) "Current Progress
in Modularisation of Communication Skills" also supports the contention that
there had been a singular lack of information made available to the people
who would have to implement the programme:
2 . I talked t o (Head o f Access) (who attended the inaugural conference).
The last time he had . ..contact there was no teaching material available.
H is information was that there would be trialling this year ...
b)
d) HIS COMMENTS: If this is go ing to be self-paced and competency-based, the
success will be in THE TEACHING MATERIALS rather than the module
descripters. The next stage is therefore critical - i t will (apparently) either be:

a)

..

We develop the teaching materials ourselves
OR

..

We wait for national development .
(Hayward - Departmental file)

A workshop was made available later in the year (this will be described) but it
was effectively non-relevant because by that late

date

Departmental

implementation had already started because of the time-frame pressure. Local
information did not help much as it was

realised that

Education had not begun to implement their procedures.

the Department of
At that time the

implications of the materials development situation were not realised, and the
Department of Communication was waiting for national materials to become
available-perhaps as resource packages; however it would have been a long
wait because there were no national materials then and there are not any now.

I t is hard to understand why it was possible for the Communication
Department to be so lacking in knowledge about an agenda which was
imminent, however, data compiled in August 1992 by a private provider
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agency (Clark 1993) indicates that this ignorance may have been quite
widespread. Clark writes about "layered communication":
There is also a problem of layered communication. People at the top of TAFE are
talking to people at the top in industry, and are passing a particular message. In the
meantime, teachers at a local
different message.

level are talking to local industry and are passing a

There are clearly failures i n the vertical communications

channels of both industry and TAFE which can lead to confusion and disagreement.
(p.7)

In the final appendix of the report (B2 p . 3) there is a list of "Consultations
Undertaken for CBT Marketing Study - Listing by State and Territory" there are
twenty three names listed.

The only representative from ITAFE was the

Director. The Education Department was represented by two senior officers.
The research report stated :
The successful implementation of the major changes that must occur will require the
full support and commitment of the teachers who will be involved. That support and
commitment is not yet evident.

and:
... it needs to include a substantial element of promotion and confidence-raising for
the teachers themselves.

Concerns that staff have about assessment procedures are posed, (but not
answered). Concerns that staff lack preparation, lack resources and are already
overworked are mentioned.

It is boldly stated (p.10) that many staff did not

know what they were doing, or what they were supposed to do.
The changes involved in moving to a total CBT system are very considerable. Many
staff feel inadequately prepared for these changes. They are also concerned that a
substantial number of the issues involved have not been adequately addressed. They
fear that they will be left with the responsibility for implementation without clear
guidelines and without the necessary resources.
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The Report mentions the total confusion concerning the implementation of
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) procedures. Basically it was understood
that the Department would conform to the VEETAC 1991 Framework which
outlined the general principles of RPL, but there was vast confusion as to how
we would be able to give credit for "informal training" and "life experience".
Within discrete industry sectors there was no problem. RPL had two separate
components which were known and understood within that sector.

These

would involve entry to courses or credit award towards courses, and secondly
RPL would credit towards appropriate wage levels.

The trouble was that

nobody outside that industry or sector knew what the levels meant.

Within

this case study some of the anomolies of the RPL system will be described.

A year before the Clark Report, another Report for VEETAC (Vocational
Education, Employment and Training Advisory Committee) (Predl, May, 1992)
commented on the almost total lack of direction and poor staff development
which had been observed.

The Predl Report was published in May 1992, and commented as above.
Perhaps dissemination of knowledge of the required implementation
procedures seemed to follow the old army "domino theory", in which when
one domino falls its impact is felt by the next, then the next and so on until
they all fall.

Because Darwin was at the end of Australia it took us longer to

find out what was going on.

The Pandora's box of CBT was opened when a fax

and phone call for help was made on June 22./23.
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CHAPTER VIII
PILOTING

The newly-formed Department of Communication and Library Practice
covered a fairly wide area of offerings. There was the Certificate of Proficiency
in Advanced English as a Second Language Course which was the first
accredited course for ESL in the NT; the Associate Diploma in Library Practice,
an Advanced Police Training Certificate, a Supervisory Studies Certificate
course for the NT Power and Water Authority, an Associate Diploma in
Emergency Care which was taught externally, but involved considerable
coordination

time.

Also

covered

externally

were

two

Technical

Communication units which came from the Nursing and Real Estate
Associate Diplomas. On line, and due for implementation within a month or
so was a Certificate in Indonesian Business Language and Culture. Finally, and
most importantly, there were the Communication units. These units, as they
then were, serviced all the Certificate and Associate Diploma areas of

ITAFE.

Because it will be necessary to refer to the code numbers in order to explain the
CBT implementation clearly, the old Course Code numbers are presented.
These codes caused

tremendous problems because they have all had to be

changed, to National module numbers.

Student Administration had no

precedent to work from and had received no authority to change course
codings in mid-stream.

The codes that were operating prior to CBT were:
•

This area serviced
ENG 1 2 1 (Technical Communication).
Certificates and Associate Diplomas in all the Technical and
Applied Science areas.
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•

ENG125 Legal Communication

•

ENG121 Real Estate Communication

•

ENG127 Applied Communication (for the Ass. Dip. in Safety
Course).

•

HSP121 Communication for Tourism and Hospitality Certificates
and Associate Diplomas.

The immediate task was to replace the above areas with CBT modules which
would not only effectively cover what had been presented under the above
codes, but also conform to the minimum number of contact/instruction hours
which had been agreed within the course accreditation document.

Before

considering implementation and rationale some more information is
provided relating to the history of the Communication programmes.

Under the old system, that is prior to CBT implementation, a typical student
would attend the Communication unit prescribed for a specific Associate
Diploma or Certificate. If the student was enrolled for the Associate Diploma
in Electronics the appropriate Communication enrolment code would be
ENG1 2 1 .

At the start of each semester students would be asked i f they wished to apply
for exemption from the Unit, and if a minimum "Pass" level in another
equivalent Communication area could be proved exemption was automatic.
All other students would then be given an exemption examination.

This

examination would be set at the known level of the expected course outcome,
and would work on a system which had been tried in operation over a period
of six years. If a student performed very badly indeed, and scored under 25%
there would be a referral to the Access Centre where specialist help was
available, frequently on a one-to-one basis, and usually times for instruction
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could be provided which would fit the student's other commitments, in other
words, other units of the course could continue to be studied. No credit points
would be available for this study, but the intervention was considered
essential, and by testing at the start of the course the Department was enabling
"at risk" students to "catch up"

at their convenience and at what we

considered to be "the right time." (That is Access would be provided at the start
of their course of study.)

Students who did very well in the test, and scored more than 80% were given
exemption status. Most of the students performed in the middle area and were
asked to attend the course.

Of interest is that the old course documents insisted on a minimum of 80%
attendance.

Any student who failed to meet this commitment would not be

eligible to pass unless a very good reason for absence was given, and
supporting proof, such as a medical certificate. This was regardless of the level
of competence of the student.

I t was an inherited system over which the

Department had no control; the rationale behind it was that the students had
been diagnosed as "needing to attend" by their entry marks.

Tests were given throughout the course which reflected the material being
taught. A mock test was given within the first few weeks to accustom students
to the system in a non-threatening environment.

Marks were collected, and

the final test was given during the last week of the course. All the marks for
the tests and assignments were then added up, and the student awarded a
grade on the system of "Pass" up to "High Distinction". Students who failed
the course, or who failed to complete it were given a grade to reflect their
particular status.
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From the above it may be seen that:
•

There was a Recognition of Prior Learning system (RPL) system in
operation before CBT. (Documentary proof of status).

•

There was an examination which could provide RPL exemption
by proof of ability.

•

There was a clear support system for students who needed
intervention help.

•

There was a grading system which reflected perceived
performance status. The grades would vary according to the
quality of the work received.

•

There was a clear coding system which was linked to the major
course of study.

Draft CBT National Communication skills modules were available by about
June or July of 1992. They suffered from the disadvantage that NCS (National
Communication Skills) module numbers were not

printed on all of them,

and local temporary numbers were frequently written across the books for
reference. In one unfortunate case these temporary numbers became adopted
by the main Student Administration system, and this led to further confusion
when students claimed credit for courses which did not officially exist.

Basically, the NCS modules work on three levels of ability. There is a minor
fourth level for one module, which is called Dealing With Conflict, but for
practical purposes there are three main levels.

These levels are presented in

Appendix 8 which shows all the current modules and their articulation paths.
However, it is important to notice that the pathways are "suggested" pathways,
and that individuals may choose not to follow the patterns as set out.
Effectively this means that a course could consist of three modules all at
different levels.

It would be fair to say that this could lead to considerable

confusion in the minds of the instructors and course implementors.
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The next point of interest is that Recognition of Prior Learning may be
awarded for any or all of the modules.

The document clearly states

"Participants may access any module through recognition of prior learning."
This poses an immediate administration problem. Since students have to pay
charges and amenities fees for their courses of study, should they have to pay
for a course they "Have accessed" through RPL? If the answer to this is that
they should pay, the next question is "How much? Should they pay all the fee
or part of it? - What is a fair price?"

Another, and perhaps much more serious problem is that the modules are
presented as free standing entities. Each of them deals with the subject area in
considerable detail, and this detail is driven by the necessity to obtain a positive
check level in the Learning Outcomes section of the modules. In Job Seeking
Skills, for example, which is at the start of the suggested progression table (see
App. F) there are five suggested Learning Outcomes.

These outcomes can

individually have up to eight individual assessment segment areas, and one
segment could be broken down into four subsections.

Here is an example:

Under "Learning Outcome B - Prepare and Apply for a Job" (NCS003), for
example the following is found:
NCSP JOB SEEKING SKILLS
You have been out of work for six months and still looking for work. You decide that
you will dnvc around the town simply looking at the companies (sic) notice boards
and Vacancy Boards (sicl outside business houses. The VACANCY sign outside a
manufacturing company shows DRIVERS. You decide to investigate further. The
recept1on desk tells you (sic) to produce a brief resume, references and a covering
Jetter stating personal details, relevant quali fications, other interests and work
experience.

YOU WILL:

Evaluate and select the information which is relevant for your
application.
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Write an application for a job.
You will be given sufficient time to collect relevant information
and produce a written job application.

YOU WILL BE ASSESSED ON:

•

choosing suitable modes of contact

•

using a planned approach

•

making courteous and timely face to face and telephone contact
using clear and concise language

•

•

preparing your resume and supporting documents so that:
format, content and presentation are appropriate to the
position
- language is grammatical
- spelling is correct
- application relates participants strengths to apparent needs
of the organisation

•

expressing interest in the organisation

•

clarifying the
organisation

•

describing where the job fits in the organisation

position in

relation to

purpose

of the

This completed page has been inserted at this stage because it is typical of the
modules, and demonstrates the CBT approach fairly well.

The "Learning

Outcomes are classified as LO's A to D" that is four of them in this case.)
However, i f the course planner /instructor /lecturer does not like these
outcomes, another approach may be chosen from Section 3 "Alternatives".

The entry competency level check is presented under Appendix 9. Cited here
is Appendix A Entry Competency Materials from the original document.

At the start of the NCS document, and under "Entry Competencies" we are
told that students should be able to "Read, comprehend and discuss printed
familiar information in English" and "write simple sentences". It is also stated
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that: "Appendix A provides examples of materials that will give participants a
guide as to whether they need additional support or preparation."

Appendix A is then presented in its entirety, and problems are encountered
when levels of ability are considered within this Communication context. It is
also stated that in order to meet the assessment criteria i t is advisable to set out
the Competency Check i n a
student.. ..... Yes/No".

simple "Yes/No" format eg. - "Does the

An example of how this is actually done was presented

in Chapter IV. It is important to realise that the student must clear 100% of the
check out with "Yes" responses in order to clear the assessment. Having done
this, there is no indication possible for the excellence of response - the student
is deemed "Competent" or "Incomplete." (An interesting adjustment to this
may be found at the end of the final Chapter of this thesis.) From the outset
this system leads to some interesting possibilities. For example, it was difficult
to determine when to make "courteous and timely telephone contact".

In the

Job Interview one of the checks is to make sure the student "uses appropriate
body language." Exactly what that means is open to wide interpretation! So the
situation seems to be that in an attempt to impose nationally acceptable
objective criteria there may well have been a descent into subjectivism which
is far more serious than the original problem-or perceptions of an original
problem.

The module has twenty "notional" contact hours, and the assumption is that
a free-standing module called "Job-Seeking Skills" can be taught to a level
where a person obtains a good chance of employment in a period of twenty
hours. The entry levels are, to say the least, dubious. In the case of a person
who is only "able to write a simple sentence" and pick out the Red Cross
symbol it is hard to understand how our most able teachers would be able to
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bring this student up to a level commensurate with general employment
requirements.

Another somewhat bizarre scenario occurs when (in one of the outcome
parameters quoted above) we find a person who has been out of work for six
months driving around the town to look for a job. A firm is found that wants
a driver.

A Kafkaesque series of obstacles such as applying in writing and

using "appropriate format spelling, language, content and presentation ... " and
so on is then imposed.

The quoted "notional" twenty hours for this module would become a boring,
false and strained imposition on a student who had higher levels of literacy.
In other modules we find other "notional" hours mentioned. For example, i n
NCS009 (Negotiation Skills) we have a quoted 20 hours. NCS001 (Workplace
Communication) recommends 40 hours.

Work Team Communication (Not

to be confused with Work Place Communication) NCS004 also has 40 notional
hours, Presenting Reports (NCSO I S)

takes 20 hours, and Presenting

Information (NCS007) should be completed in 15-20 hours.

A serious problem became immediately apparent because the "free-standing"
notional hours, if taken seriously, would total more hours than those required
of a full Northern Territory University semester teaching load for a
Communication Unit.

A specific example of this occurs when one of the old

codes is changed to CBT format and this required the emplacement of four
modules (see the Monaghan memo referring to this under Appendix 10).

The NCS notional hours for these modules, as "free-standing" modules comes
to 108 hours. The total number of hours available under the old code was 4
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hours a week for 1 8 weeks, which adds up to 72 hours. Obviously the gap in
the two sets o f contact hours would have to be addressed because, as
mentioned in Chapter Six, there was no additional funding made available at
the operational level to meet any additional course costs.

Discussion regarding these matters took place between the Head of the
Commerce Department and myself, as Head of Communication.

The

Commerce Department had a vested interest in CBT implementation because
COM131 was corning on stream in the new format.

It was agreed that we

would have to combine the modules to meet what our resources could bear,
still try to keep as close as possible to the NTU "full semester load", conform to
ARAC regulations and, at the same time, follow the NCS modules.

This

seemingly impossible task could only be approached with the utmost goodwill
from all parties involved.

10)

Quite incidentally, this memorandum (Appenix

supports my earlier comments about the national module numbers for

Communication Skills.

All the numbers on the memorandum which relate

to specific modules were later changed.

This led to considerable

administrative difficulty in ITAFE/NTU, and perhaps throughout Australia.
The memorandum mentions the piloting of the modules for the first time in
the N.T.

Fifteen students who could only study at the weekend were the participants,
and it was agreed that they would be taught and assessed in competency-based
training mode.

As the Head of School, Commerce says in a memo to Head of Department
Communications in a memo:
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The experience of teaching/learning with this pilot group should give us some
indication of the time actually needed to attain the stated learning outcomes, as
against

the

nominal duration hours listed in the modules.

The pilot study should

also give some estimate of the resources required-human and material-to undertake
this new form of teaching/learning.

The course went ahead with a listed duration of 72 hours.

It was taught by

Commerce Communication lecturers, and very closely monitored by all
interested parties.

Perceptions on tlze Pilot.
This unit started in August of 1992. As stated previously it was conducted at
weekends, and this appealed to these specific students because they were all
working and ver�· busy during the week; therefore they needed no persuasion
to attend the weekend classes. Addi tionally, many of these students had their
course fees paid under the (then new) Training Guarantee Levy. This meant
that their employers were responsible for covering most of their costs,
including the fees for books.
lecturers.

The course was taught by two experienced

Other part-time lecturers played a minor part in the piloting, but

basically all the lecturing and tutorials were conducted by the same two people.
Learning outcomes were taken from the national modules and applied, and
notes were kept

matching the anticipated outcomes against those actually

achte\'ed bv the sample group.

The drop-out rate for this unit-run was

practically zero partly because of the financial inducements mentioned earlier,
and partly because the students themselves appeared to enjoy the new format
and like thC' idea of betng part of the piloting process.

Teaching notes were

k e pt by thC' people in\' olved, and individual assessment outcomes were
recorded as thev came in. Because the sample group was relatively small, there
was little or no difficulty in record-keeping. No teaching manual or handbook
was supplied, partly because the lecturers on the course were given little or no
notice of the piloting intentions, and partly because it was decided that it
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would be better to keep to the basics of trying to achieve the learning outcomes
stated rather than concentrating on the learning process itself.

The monitored results of the pilot appeared very optimistic. There were few
or no complaints about the new system, and the students were nearly all able
to achieve the Learning Outcomes as they came along.
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CHAPTER lX
FINAL PREPARATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND
ASSOCI A TED CONSIDERATIONS

Shortly after the State and Territory Ministers for Education signed the
procedural agreement to continue with the agenda (that is the National
Framework Agreement which was signed on August 1st 1992 and committed
all States and Territories to immediate CBT implementation), Dr Donald
Watts ( 1 992), the Chairman of the Northern Territory Employment and
Training Authority (NTETA), admitted that "The introduction of competency
based training is causing major problems at all stages of implementation." He
said that the cost of the revision had not been estimated properly and said that
.
it would . . . . place unreasonable burdens on many in TAFE colleges who are
simultaneously responding to the increased demands of the new labour
market and calls from government to do more with less." (Appendix 5, pp.S-7).

However, Watts was convinced that the programme had to go ahead. He was
aware that the competencies were critical issues. He states that the Australian
workforce was not internationally competitive, and that the looming increases
in unemployment were a greater danger to government than any other factor
in all the nation's woes. (pp.2-3).

The 1\:ational Training Board was about removmg demarcation and
recogn ising prior learning, and worked with accredited industry-based
standards

However, Watts admitted, many of the standards had not yet been

emplaced and agreed upon, and what was actually happening was varying a
lot from State to State.
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On page four of the report Watts mentions Finn, Mayer and Carmichael and
links their agenda and the government imperative with the local offerings of
TAFE in the Northern Territory.

There is some criticism apparent in his comments about the Higher Education
sector which, he says, only services a quarter of the population and which has
''well served" its clients - but he intimates that no further or greater
investment should be made in this area (he does not mention Bond
University in this section). Watts feels that 75% of Australia's potential
workforce has been, and is being neglected, and this is an area which should
obviously attract growth in government investment. Watts ends with a very
solid support for Carmichael's "pathways" ideas. (These are enunciated in The
Australian Vocational Certificate Training System, 1991). Generally speaking,
Watts' paper is what one would expect from a Chairman of NTETA. What is
obvious is that Watts may well be aware of the government agenda at his
level, but there is hardly any reference at all to the difficulties involved in
actual implementation procedures. There is an echo of minor sympathy, but
no offer of real help at the structural level. Also very clear is that Watts was
not really aware a t all that there could be any major problems with
implementation - specifically there is no mention of the possibility that some
areas of curricula may be better suited to, and more effective in CBT format
than others.

His speech gives a distinct impression that all that needed to

be

done was to rewrite the documents in the new format, then believe in the
system, and everything would turn out all right in the end.

As this thesis attempts to show, this is an enormous oversimplification of the
reality of the situation and bears little relevance to what actually transpired.
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The case study approaches "a truth" concerning this oft quoted political
rhetoric.

There was a Government plan which had to be implemented and most of the
Reports and Papers which were put forward to support this fact were presented
by people or establishments with vested interests in the success of the
philosophy of the agenda.

Already a bureaucracy had been created with

confusing acronyms and purposes.

Assistance in actually putting the

programme together, writing the materials associated with the master plan,
arranging the agenda were regarded as "hard areas" of the dialectic, and it was
left

to

the educational

implementation.

practitioners

to

arrange

all

the details

of

At this level within the case study (that is the level of real

implementation at Northern Territory University) an apparently minor
suggestion came from one of the students, and this was for some kind of
reference book or handbook which would explain exactly what was going on;
what was expected from the students and when and at what level was it to be
considered.

The implemental phase needed a detailed handbook, and that this handbook
or course guide would need to include more than just dates and times. Areas
such as Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) which had sounded reasonable,
based upon equitable principles and fairly easy to implement were becoming
more and more complex the more the implications were understood. The first
impulses were to follow the hints laid down in the agenda. For example, no
mention of tests was made, and therefore it appeared legitimate to take the
tests out entirely. The reality of the situation and experience overuled this first
reaction-how could any system work for the teacher if turbulent students with
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a sense of grievance were forced to perform a t a level well beneath their
ability?

The Communication Department would need to find a way to keep the tests,
and a guide would need to be developed for the students relating to the new
procedures.

A month previously, in July 1992, and funded by ACTRAC (Australian
Committee for Training Curriculum) there had been a seminar presided over
by a representative of Maryborough College of TAFE. Maryborough was one
of the"lighthouse colleges" mentioned earlier, and in the advertising flyer it
was stated :
The Maryborough College of TAFE offers many of the courses offered by ITAFE, and
so has come to grips with most of the issues/problems involved in the introduction
and implementation of CBT into those courses ... (Maryborough) ... has now "broken
through" to a whole range of problems we haven't thought of.
(Departmental File july 92)

I had attended the seminar, and at that time I found that Maryborough had not
at that time included Communication in CBT.

As the pilot COM131 (that is the Communication course for Commerce which
was mentioned previously) continued, Maryborough was consulted to find out
if, as a result of the Ministerial directives, they had decided to include
Communication. The answer to this question was yes, they were going to use
the NCS modules.
implementation

of

Unfortunately, they had not yet addressed the
Communication

information was not available.

programmes

and

therefore

the
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With the semester drawing towards a close it was obvious that the
Communication Department would have to forge ahead with or without
advice because it was already committed to a course of action.

A meeting was

called for 1 3 November 1992 (Appendix 1 1 ) to discuss implementation.
proposed immediate target was to

The

replace all the Communication offerings

with four core NCS modules and thereby change all areas to a CBT format
immediately. These four modules would become "common" and available to
students from all areas currently serviced, and open to incoming new service
demand areas as required. It seemed clear that an amalgamation of the old
units under the new module codes was necessary.

In order to obtain support and advice the Head of School, the Senior Records
Officer (Administration), the Manager of the

IT AFE

Academic Development

Unit, the School Administrative Officer, and two Department member were
invited to the meeting.

The four NCS modules from the pilot run appeared to be all that were
required to cover the service area ( then) required.

To complicate matters, a

new course came on line due to start in the first semester of the following year
- it was coded as ADCBUS because no individual module codes were available
at that time and the description was for the Communication for the Associate
Diploma in Business Communication. The suggestion by the Manager of the
Academic Development Unit that the current set of codings be retained until
such time as it became possible to replace them appeared to solve the
immediate problem in that area.

It is interesting that the Head of School asked for reasons for dropping the
Initial Assessment Test. The reply (quoted in the Appendix) still seems to be
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"politically correct" but it i s interesting to note that some confusion relating to
what was required by CBT was already becoming apparent.

There was an

emerging dichotomy between what was known through experience and what
may or may not be required by the new agenda. The breakthrough with the
Test came when it was realised that the name could be changed to "RPL Test"
and nobody would fail - the test would simply allow some people to prove
immediate competence.

Also mentioned in this document is the proposed $57 fee for an RPL
interview.

This fee is still imposed, but there are some difficulties with i t

which were not envisaged at that time, and these will be discussed i n a later
section.

On 23 November 1992 a Memorandum - (Appendix 12) was sent to the Senior
Student Records Officer with a copy to Academic Development explaining that
the Communication Department wished to change the current units to fit the
national agenda.

The memorandum goes on to explain that we were

specifically concerned about grades, and how they would be recorded and
administered. The questions are all related to administrative matters relating
to the grades, and specific concerns relate to students who complete part of a
module but not all

the modules.

The Communication Department's

understanding of CBT was that students would be given credit for work they
did, and they could stop and start the course of instruction at any time they
chose to do so. This being so, there appeared to be some confusion over how
much students would pay if they completed some modules but not all of them.
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Related to this i s the VEETAC Working Party for the Recognition of Training
(1992) document, which under the section "Accreditation Made Simple" states
various principles which must be adopted.

Some relevant principles to mention here are quoted:
Principle 3:-Competency-based training

.

A l l courses must focus on competencies.

Courses must include any national

competencies endorsed by the National Training Board, where they exist.

Principle 4:- Multiple entry and exit
Accredited courses must recognise prior learning and enable learners to enter and exit
the course at various points.

Prin c ip le 6:- Articulation
Courses submitted for accreditation must show how they relate to other courses and
include provisions for credit transfer to other relevant courses.

The above Principles appear to be non-negotiable, and are closely related to the
problem of assessment.

The memorandum

goes on to probe the following

area of possible administrative contention:
•

The Minister of Education for the Northern Territory, having
signed the document committing TAFE to the new agenda has
committed the Institute of TAFE to CBT under Principle 3.

•

The
and

•

The NTU has one administrative system which is shared by
ITAFE and Higher Education.

Department of Communication is an ITAFE Department,
ITAFE is part of the Northern Territory University.

A reasonable assumption would therefore appear to be that the administration
of student records would be aware of the National Agenda and have planned
for it in advance, because the National Framework is clearly designed to affect
all accredited courses, and had been imposed nearly five months earlier.
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The changes would affect course codes, gradings and graduation award levels.
An example of

this is that the letters "INC' mean "Incomplete" under CBT.

The old coding would be "F" for "Fail" "or "FA" for "Failed Attend".
and if the

When

ITAFE student availed the right to "multiple exit and entry" the

coding "INC" meant that he or she had to re-register (usually for the following
semester) and pay the full fee.

"INC" i n Higher Education means

"Incomplete" but there is a different connotation inasmuch as the student is
not required to re-register (up until the next semester at any rate and is usually
reserved for Masters' or Ph.D students working on Research Projects. )

It seemed that there was a potential Pandora's box awaiting the issue of fees how much should students pay if they passed, say one of the modules but were
rated as "INC" on the other three?

•

What would happen if they passed half the course?

•

What would happen if they passed three modules out of four?

The meeting was held and made clear that the Communication Department
intended to go ahead with implementation because there was no other option.
The representatives from administration agreed to have the modules on
computer by the second semester of 1993, and that the old codings would apply
until that time. That was as far as the meeting was able to go but unfortunately
the planned coding implementation was not done at the agreed time, and the
modules will not be available to enrolling students until the first semester
1994.
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A t the end of November another meeting was arranged with the purpose of
further emplacing the decision to start CBT in the first semester of 1993.
Information relating to this meeting can be found in Appendix 14.

Reference to this record indicates that there was still some confusion regarding
the RPL tests, but a mandate had been given that the tests would definitely go
ahead.

Of other interest is the reference to the decision to delete all grades

from student records apart from the grades of INComplete and Pass Ungraded.
This decision was endorsed by the Academic Development Unit and was the
result of advice given to that unit that this grading system is essential for CBT.
In the final section of this thesis further information regarding changes to this
policy will be given.

REFERENCE
VEET AC Working Party for the Recognition of Training, (1992).

Nationally Recognised Training, Bringing it all Together, Canberra.
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CHAPTER X
THE FIRST HANDBOOK
and

RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING

Concurrent with the implementation meetings which were going on at that
time the Department was preparing the drafts for a handbook for the four
modules.

Appendix 15 is a typical example of the drafting process.

vacations were just about ready to start,

The

and the student demand for the

Communication units could be anything between six hundred to a thousand.

It has always been very difficult to estimate how many students would actually
turn up on courses.

The result of this is that Coordinators and Department

Heads initiate their semester planning on estimates or "educated guesses" and
the situation is made worse by problems associated with the logistics of room
bookings,

lecturer availability and timetabling i n general.

Experienced

coordinators always tend to over-estimate the numbers of potential students
because once room bookings have been made i t is sometimes nearly
impossible to change them.
there is for error.

The greater the demand base, the more potential

Communication units service Associate Diploma and

Certificate courses, and this is quite a large catchment base within this
particular Institution.

The first handbook was expected to help considerably in administration of the
new modules (still officially called "units" because it could explain procedures
as well as inform students about their obligations and course schedules.
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The four selected modules had to be customised to

an

acceptable number of

hours, and it was decided to keep as close as possible to the old coding system
which had been 54 contact hours. These hours were worked out at three hours
a week over a period of eighteen weeks, and included the cumulative test
periods.

It would clearly be absurd to try to conform to the "notional hours" prescribed
in the NCS documents.

If the Department of Communication had done that,

students would have been condemned to more Communication contact hours
than they were spending on the main core of their specialist Associate
Diploma.

On the other hand, it was not possible to fit the new CBT version

exactly into the traditional timetable slots because as the "Learning Outcomes"
could not be put together under one major test, they had to be assessed as a
series of separate entities.

The nearest contact hour figure we were able to

come up with was 68 hours.

(These may be examined in the Appendix

document- note that different hours are prescribed for different modules. The
reason for this is linked with the Communication Department's estimate at
that time regarding how long it would take to assess the Outcomes).

The Department had a newly appointed lecturer with a Commerce and
Management background who was responsible for the actual selection of
material, source selection and timetabling for the

"Competency-Based

Training Manual - For All Students Undertaking Communication Units '"
Browne ( 1 992).

This document is available and attached as Appendix 16.

(Note, this manual

became familiarly known as "the handbook" and it is referred to as such in all
future references to it).

The task of putting the handbook together was time-
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consuming because

every section of the four new NCS modules had to be

examined the re-presented in a new format.

The four modules

had to be

melded into one protocol which conformed to our requirements.

Because the lecturer who wrote the document had a Commerce background,
and because the pilot run of the previous semester had been in the area of
Commerce, there was some concern that all our new modules would display a
Commerce bias; however there was not much that could be done about this at
that time because a printer's date had to be met or the Handbook would not be
available for the start of the semester.

Although attempts were made to reimburse the author for her time and effort
(all the work was done during a vacation) it was found that no existing
administrative system allowed payment.

It was later found that similar

unpaid work has been expected of people involved in CBT implementation in
other States.

Each of the NCS modules contains basic information such as
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nominal Duration
Module Purpose
Relationship to Skill standard
Essential prerequisites
Summary of Content
Delivery

At this stage attention should be directed towards the fact that there were
concerns about statements of "Module Purpose" which contained expressions
such as "introduction to. . . '' "basic concepts... ", "simple. . . " "predictable" and
"routine".
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The highest level demanded by any of our new modules was "An ability to:
read, comprehend and discuss familiar information written in English and to
write simple statements".

These purposes were very different from the original Departmental aim of
striving for the highest degree of excellence with whatever material was
available.

Prior to CBT implementation the Department conducted routine tests which
have been previously mentioned.

Students with very high marks had been

exempted and potential students with very low literacy levels were referred to
the Access Centre for help. These people would then have the opportunity to

be taught under special circumstances-frequently on a "one to one" basis. (The
Centre is specifically constructed to assist students to approach courses at all
levels with a degree of confidence - it "accesses" study programmes).

Many of

the students attending the Communication programmes are from non-English
Speaking Background (NESB) frequently from neighbouring countries such as
Indonesia, Brunei and Malaysia.

Often these students would need "Access

Help" but they are also facing an associated CBT problem which is connected
with the new grading system.

Frequently these countries have a very rigid

bureaucracy and cling to traditional and known systems within their
educational requirements.

Grades are such a requirement.

The removal of

grades poses very serious difficulties for students who require a minimum of
"Credit" in order to continue to be eligible for overseas education. Covering
explanatory letters may be acceptable, but they are viewed with suspicion. CBT
does not allow for grading.
the end of this thesis.)

(However, see the note relating to this matter at

1Q1

By removing the mandatory referral system to the Access Centre the wav w�
left open for students with low communication ability to contmue to attend
classes and try to pass all the Learning Outcomes.

The idea that class

attendance should be open to all appears to be very democrati c - it wa� meant
to be viewed in this way. The reality is that some students need to bE> led to
their areas of most need. Connected with these matters is the Department of
Communication's concern that a perceived "drop in standards" will r�ult m
client countries sending their students elsewhere.

This has not happened

immediately but that is not to say that it does not continue to

hC'

a

llkel�·

outcome of CBT implementation. Overseas students normally study for a year
consisting of two semesters. This year (1993) is over, and for the first tlme

PlJ

grades will be taken home to anxious parents and funding authorities-withm a
few weeks we may hear the first of a flood of overseas protests.

The handbook sets out a clear timetable and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

The Week Number (that is from Week 1 to Week 18)
The actual date (ie the 1993 date)
The topic(s)
The course text book reference
The module number (the NCS number)

Within this timetable ample and clear notice is given of the Learning Outcome
assessment dates and topics.

The timetable itself is divided into

Sessions and Tutorial sessions, and these clearly indicate what

is

Lecture

expected

of

the lecturer and student. Text references are not always chronological becauS<>
the modules have been selected to form an eclectic informational ·· now · . and
sometimes tutorial sessions have not been scheduled-dunng some public
holiday periods, for example.

1 04

I n the Module Information section (NCS numbers are supplied) details are
given about

the assessment criteria and learning outcomes.

Recommended

texts and additional information are supplied on the last pages of the module
information sections. A map of the campus is printed on the last page of the
handbook, and this is to help student orientation and room location.

A draft working copy of the initial timetable for the first semester is supplied
for reference under Appendix 17.

The handbook explains how to apply for Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL).
These were automatic exemption (for example any other accredited
qualification at or above the required level, RPL Assessment sessions and the
RPL Test.)

It should be mentioned here that there had been continuing discussion and
argument about the RPL Test.

Eventually consensus had been reached and

Test procedures are explained in the handbook.

Unfortunately two decisions made at that time were to result in later
problems. The first of these was that separate tests should have been run for
each module. The reason that this was overlooked was probably because of the
pressure of time and also the habit of running one test to cover a unit and still
thinking of the modules as a unit.

Secondly by imposing the $57 fee the Department was charged with unfairness
and discrimination on the basis that some people could not afford the test.
These protests were fanned by the fact that the Mathematics Department was
also testing, but the tests for that area were free (at that time Mathematics had

���--
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not adopted CBT.) The fee had been imposed to pay for a test supervisor and
marker - the full-time lecturers in the Department were already on maximum
work loadings and part-time help had to be paid for.

This then led to the third problem which had not anticipated which was that
while part-timers could supervise the test itself they were not qualified to
mark the results, so once again this additional work was done by the full-time
staff. As mentioned previously there is no administrative procedure available
to pay full-time lecturers extra money or other recompense for additional
duties. As it worked out then, the charge money did not come directly to this
Department but went straight to the School for consolidated resources. At the
time this seemed fair enough because all the other Departments (it was
assumed) would adopt CBT within a year or so, and it was also assumed that
the School would be able to set up a central testing section. This was not to be,
but the idea seemed a good one at the time.

Many of the implementation

procedures were taking place on an ad hoc basis simply because there was no
other way to do things; precedents were being created and some of them would
have repercussions, but there was no way of avoiding this because the whole
procedure was driven by a time frame which allowed little or no time for
detailed considerations.

The Department had been instructed to implement

the agenda, but there were no real guidance procedures, and consultation with
other States had not helped.

The handbook, however, was of assistance to both the staff and students, and at
the time it was written it was the first practical Communication CBT teaching
manual in the country as far as is known.

,
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On 1 6 . 12.92 a General Notice - Appendix 18
Coordinators.
were

-

was sent out to all Area

In this notice all lecturers with an interest in Communication

informed

that

the

Department

had

conformed

to

the

CBT

implementation instruction; the test and the fees were explained and attempts
were made to explain the "Incomplete" possibilities of testing and some of the
ramifications implied by it.

Unfortunately most of the Course Co-ordinators who needed the information
given in the notice had left for their Christmas holidays, but it was despatched
anyway so that as many people as possible would know what to expect at the
start of the first semester.

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)
Before closing this chapter a few comments are made about Recognition of
Prior Learning (RPL).

Some of these are personal comments supported by

Departmental minutes.
In March, 1992, and when considering RPL, Ruth Cohen wrote:
Until recently, when university fees were minimal in Australia most enrolled
students completed their courses without seeking special consideration of advanced
standing for what they know and can do. With funding rationalisation, a deepening
recession, greater

concern for cost-effectiveness, the need to increase graduation

rates, and recognition of the previous inequality of access, universities and other
tcrt1ary educatiOn providers arc turning their attention to RPL.

RPL appears to be essential to the CBT process. The following extract from a
DEET-funded document ("Arrangements for Recognition of Prior Learning in
Australia, 1993") clearly indicate the key principles, the process and the
application process.
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THE KEY PRINCIPLES OF RPL
Key Principles:

1.

The recognition of prior learning shall focus on the competencies
held as a result of formal and informal training not how, when or
where the learning occurred.

2.

The recognition of prior learning underpins a system of
competency based training. I t is essential that training providers
have a demonstrable commitment to recognising the prior
learning of adults.

3.

The recognition of prior learning shall be available to all potential
applicants.

4.

The recognition of prior learning shall involve processes that are
fair to all parties involved.

5.

The recognition of prior learning shall involve the provision of
adequate s upport to potential applicants.

PROCESS FOR RECOGNITION
The process for ecognising prior learning will provide for:

1.

Assessment or evidence of the accumulated learning experiences
of an individual in relation to the required competency.

2.

Applicants to provide evidence as to how their prior experiences
relate to the required competencies of the selected course.

3.

A range of techniques to assess accurately the competencies held.

4.

Support mechanisms to encourage and facilitate applicant's use of
the process.

5.

Clear criteria for deciding whether or not to grant recognition;
and

6.

A review phase.

(Arrangements for the Recognition of Prior Learning in Austrillia-VEETAC 1993)

Fig 6
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(Arrangements for the Recognition of Prior Learning in Australia-VEETAC

1993)

APPLICATIONS OF RPL
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Sector A the issue is how much credit or exemption will be given on

the basis of what is already known.
In Sector B there is the vexing question of overseas qualification standards to
be

considered.
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In Sector C t h e process m a y circumvent the need t o compare a worker's
competence with statements available from formal training courses.
(After Arrangements for the Recognition of Prior Learning in Australia, VEITAC 1993

The general aim underlying RPL is t:
... it is not important where or how or even why these competencies were gained
what is important is the acknowledgement that the individual has achieved the
same outcomes or competencies as would be expected if s/he had followed the more
usual training path. RPL is a process which enables the applicant to demonstrate
his or her achievement of these competencies.

The sources lis ted are:
•
•
•

•

•
•

work experience
life experience
training programs offered by industry, private or community
based providors which have not been formally recognised
training programs undertaken overseas (which may or may not be
accredited in that country)
informal learning programs; and/ or
recognised courses and training programs .

(The above quotation and list of competencies is from Section 3 . 1 p . 1 7 of
Arrangements for the Recognition of Prior Learning in Australia - VEET AC
January 1993.)
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Comment

On RPL

In October a draft document (Weight/Buchan 1992) became available for
comment by ITAFE staff. A Department Heads' meeting was held on 10/11/92,
and at that meeting concerns were expressed relating to the RPL approach and
philosophy in general.

A major point which was made then, and to which no

satisfactory answer has been received related to recognition of overseas
"formal or informal" training.

Linked with this principle is the problem of

language comprehension - thousands of migrants having

entered Australia

during the past few years with virtually no knowledge of English at all.

The

Adult Migrant Education Program (AMEP) has been available to all of them,
and still is but it is difficult to find statistics on exactly what proportion of the
students attended the free courses, what their intake levels were, how many
completed the courses and their final ASLPR (Australian Second Language
Proficiency Rating) ratings.

There is a very real possibility that a very high

proportion of these migrants still have only

basic levels of English, and

empiric evidence suggests that this needs to be taken into consideration in any
RPL process involving employment and employability.

other consideration is is difficult to see how

Quite apart from any

"on the job safety" can have any

credibility if workers are not able to understand simple commands or safety
procedures written and spoken in English.

However, under

the "non-discriminatory"

language of

"The Principles"

nobody would be precluded from a job - "It's the job, not the qualifications that
matter,"

these

words

were

quoted

by

the

visiting

CBT

expert

from

Maryborough when RPL was under discussion during a staff training session,
and they are very Dickensian and over-simplified.

In the nineteenth century

young children and illiterate workers were employed under exactly the same
set of rules. It was very much to the employers benefit that "the qualifications"
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did not matter because this meant that the minimum wages could be paid and
the maximum profits extracted.

Throughout the RPL and CBT documents the phrase "non-discriminatory"
appears again and again.

With reference to functional illiterates working in

potentially dangerous circumstances, it may be asked

- "Non-discriminatory"

to whom? What about the welfare of other fellow workers who may be put at
risk bv this policy? The situation becomes bleaker when we consider the
forthcoming budget cuts to be made as from the end of 1 993 and which will
directly affect levels of basic literacy and English as a Second Language
programmes throughout the country.

The AMEP program has already been

severely cut, and funding for migrants to learn English is now effectively back
at the 1974 level which saw pressure put on the Federal Government to start
the programmes in the first place. Migrants who have been in the country for
over five years are now ineligible to study English at the Adult Migrant
Education Program (AMEP) Centres.

This policy is blind to two important points.

The first of these is that in the

past an unknown number of migrants did not avail themselves of the English
classes because they were too busy trying to earn money in jobs, and the second
is that many of these jobs have expired. Now not only are they unable to speak
English, they are unemployed as well! As explained earlier, many of these
people are now finding

themselves encouraged by the CES to attend training

courses in TAFE which are now programmed in CBT format.
seen,

under CBT

rules no student, NESB included,

As we have

can be forced to attend

intervention classes, so in theory these people could remain as perpetual
students! The Commonwealth Employment Scheme will continue to fund
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them a t a rate slightly lower than that which applies to the unemplo\ment
benefit.

The Weight/ Buchan document and a memorandum containing

comments

on it (dated 1 2 / 1 1 /92) is included under Appendix 19 Within the ··comments··
section

the observation is made tha t it "iniquitous to load testing on to

lecturers and/ or course coordinators".

The Buchan/Weight document was circulated to all interested staff with an
invitation to comment on the procedures - however they had already been
firmly emplaced by the time the draft was circulated.

The final approved version of the

ITAFE

RPL Policy which was released nearly

a year afterwards and is attached as Appendix 20 is remarkably similar to the
draft version. Reference to these documents shows that

ITAFE

took the policy

very seriously indeed, and that procedures are being set up in accordance with
the national agreements.

However, reservations remain concerning the

national agreements themselves-who, for example sets up the "established and
formalised standards"?

The "central person" who was to be appointed to oversee instiga tion
procedures has been appointed, but has become a sort of rallying flag for the
start of a paper chase which can go on for days, and some mention of the
problems of RPL bureaucracy will be made later.
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CHAPTER XI
SOME RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS
AND THE SITUATION JUST PRIOR TO AND DURING
THE FIRST COURSE RUN

This Chapter contains further information relating to perceived negative
aspects of CBT implementation; it describes the things that occurred which
were not supposed to happen and not welcome.

What will be highlighted

here is that the implementation of the programme has not been easy at any
level.

The problems described happened - no individual caused them to

happen but they were rather part of a process over which very little control
was possible at the Departmental level.
the problems,

The time spent on trying to unravel

most of which were administrative in origin, probably ran into

hundreds of hours.

However this is not time wasted if the programme works.

Financial Constraints
The rationalisation for putting the four modules together seemed to be
logistically feasible.

A joint memorandum from the Communication and

Commerce Departments was issued
Development

Unit - Appendix 21.

"increasing enrolments and

to the Manager of the Academic

This memorandum specifically refers to

the present financial constraints" and also

mentions the problems that were being caused by the necessary employment of
contract and part-time staff.

Regarding the legitimisation of the process of combining the modules there
appeared

to

be no

impediment

to

this

interpretation

of curriculum

construction as far the National Communication Skills Project was concerned.
This project was sponsored and endorsed by the Australian Committee on
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T AFE Curriculum which is a sub-branch of the Australian Committee for
Training Curriculum (ACTRAC).

A typical (in this case Negotiating Skills) document states:

If delivered through cla ssroom based instruction, twenty hours are recommended for
participants with the preferred entry skills competencies.

This time allocation

should be adjusted for alternative learning modes.

The proposition was to run four modules together and adjust the contact
teaching time to schedules which would conform to the local realities of our
teaching Institution.

The normal way for any changes to be made to a

curriculum a t ITAFE/NTU is that the proposals are made after a formal
consultation process, the results of this are presented to the Academic
Development Unit which in turn presents submissions to the local (NT)
ARAC (Course Registration)

Committee.

If the proposal is endorsed at this

level it can go ahead, otherwise it may be rejected outright or sent back for
changes to be made to it. In the case of the NCS modules a completely new set
For a start the modules were to be

of circumstances presented themselves.

introduced as a national agenda, and secondly they were endorsed by ACTRAC
at a national level.

As far as this Department was concerned there was

no choice but to start

teaching CBT immedi ately, and the way to do this was to implement the
agenda and worry about the endorsement of this action afterwards.

There

were inevitably some local officials who felt that their power had been
subverted

or

circumvented,

but

it

was

never

the

Communication

Department's intention to act in an arrogant manner, and if that interpretation
was made by individuals it was quite wrong. The three criteria of continuity,
sequence and integration (Tyler 1949,

p.86) had been met to the best of our
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ability, and it was now up to us to try to make the new system work. Nobody
expected it to work easily, but equally nobody expected some of the problems
we were to meet.

Similar problems of implemention have been described in various contexts.
Rizri and Kemmis ( 1 987) mention the difficulties which may be encountered
in pursuing collaborative reforms in a bureaucratic context-in their case they
were trying to organise Professional Education Programmes within the
Victorian Education system. They write:

In general communication within bureaucracies is characterised by means-ends,
instrumental reasoning as role incumbents implement the policies and programs
determined by senior official: put crudely,

their task is to get the job done, not to

question the nature and value of the job itself. (p.266).

This was precisely what the Communication Department had to do, and if i t
meant that there was some friction from areas of bureaucracy or perhaps some
feelings of lack of consultation from other teaching Departments, there was
little that could be done about it. The reality of many of the situations which
arise when a completely new agenda has to be imposed is similar to what
sociologists call a moiety situation-people belong to one or other of two groups
which are mutually exclusive, antithetical, rival, reciprocal and constantly
work to re-create the division between them (after Rizri and Kemmis).

Part- Time Staff
The reference

in the memorandum to "part-time help" is not solely

concerned with cost as in financial cost, but it also means that there is a heavy
cost in time resources because things have to be repeatedly explained and
sometimes it seems that no part-timer has the time to read
instruction!

a memo or
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From a management (economical/financial) point o f view the use o f part-time
and contract staff makes a lot of sense because they can be redeployed if and
when necessary.

In a time of changing educational approaches policies and

values - CBT is an example - it is much easier to control untenured staff, and
the other advantage is that there is little right of appeal from people who are
no longer required or redundant.

Within TAFE and Higher Educational

institutions there is a policy that a reasonable proportion of tenured lecturers
against the number of people employed on a part-time and contract basis
should exist, but this balance is not strictly adhered to for the reasons of
expediency mentioned above.

Within the Communication section of this Department the lecturers are
mostly

part-time

contract

administration easy,
more difficult.

staff.

This

does

not

make

Departmental

and with the implementation of CBT it made it even

The major problems are those associated with contacting

people quickly and making individuals accountable when they feel they have
no stake in the organisation.

At the end of the second semester 1 992, there

were only two full-time lecturers in the Communication section, and this
situation continues at the end of 1993.

Twelve part-time contract lecturers

were needed to launch the initial CBT programme.

This situation has caused severe strain on all the staff involved-the full time
staff because they have become the pivotal point of supervision and advice
and the part-time staff because they don't know if they have a job to come back
to from one semester to the next.
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The problem is not unique and it is not new. Shipman (1973) when writing
about a project involving 38 secondary schools which were part of a new UK
Schools Council Project wrote:

Behind these superficially impressive significance levels lie measures of interest
and effort that reflect the strains on teachers involved in innovations.

At one

extreme were schools where the commitment to the trial involved little disturbance
to routine.

At the other extreme were schools where teachers planned their

teamwork in the vacations and in the evenings...(p.49).

Shipman goes on to write about the failure of the implementation process
in some schools because of what he describes as "Press-Ganging".

In Chapter 3 of this thesis there is mention of how an extreme application of
Taylorism affected the workers in an American car factory, and how, as a result
of pressure they sabotaged the cars they were making.

The results of the

imposition of curriculum without consultation have also been briefly
discussed. "Press Ganging" seems to operate within a similar context and can
lead to project failure:
In three of the six schools that failed to complete the trial there was an enthusistic
Head and an unenthusiastic staff. These teachers claimed to have been pressed into
service ... (p.59).
<Shtpman)

Gross et al. (1971 ) when examining reasons for the failure of curriculum
innovation mention four barriers to change which are encountered by
teachers.

These are:
•
•
•
•

Lack of necessary materials
Lack of clarity in the new teaching role
Lack of skills and knowledge to implement the innovation
The local organisation is incompatible with the proposed change.
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Within the broad context of this thesis i t may appear that one or more of the
above barriers have indeed affected the implementation process of CBT into
the mainstream teaching programmes of ITAFE.

Bezzina and Koop ( 1 992) also examined factors involved in the area of
Decision-Making and Curriculum. They prepared the following chart which
would appear to dispute Shipman and Gross et al.

However, closer

examination of the information indicates that although there has been some
devolution and changes in focus since the early 1970s the reality of the
situation remains constant, and that is that innovation is dictated but not
properly funded.

As an illustration of this contention they draw example from the shifts of
focus in administration and curriculum decision-making in NSW Education
over a period of twenty years. They perceive that before 1971 the curriculum
area displayed a strong bureaucratic approach;

the curriculum was highly

prescriptive; decision-making and administration were highly centralised.

From 1971 to 1978 they comment on the rise and fall of the "three-tier system".
There was little resource or structure control and some local autonomy
appeared within the decision-making areas.

From 1990 they see a return to the central form of curriculum development
and the institution of the key learning areas. However they see devolution of
responsibility for matters such as staffing and budget control.
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Bezzina and Koop mention that the syllabuses will be centrally designed.
Schools will at first seem to gain the autonomy that teachers have been
seeking, but this will gradually emerge as a poisoned chalice as:
... while gaining autonomy at an administrative level, individual schools can now be
made responsive to change and sensitive to local conditions, but will be deprived
of the use of

their ability to be responsive and sensitive in the curriculum

area.

(p3 1).

Programme Funding

Funding for courses works on an Actual Student Contact Hour (ASCH) basis.
The rate for, say, an Associate Diploma level is fixed. The rate for a Certificate
course is fixed.

However, this does not mean that a particular School or

Department will actually receive the agreed rate.

This is because ITAFE

administration needs to fund some areas more heavily than others.

For

example, some Trade areas use a lot of materials. These materials are generally
very expensive, and therefore it seems reasonable that weightings are placed
on the allocations made to certain Schools.

A hypothetical example of the

weighting process could be something like this:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The ASCH rate is fixed for the entire establishment. (X)
Perceptions of weighting are made by the adminstration.
The weightings are made, discussed at (a usually turbulent)
Heads of School meeting.
They are then fixed.
School A receives negative 20% of X
School B receives X +20%
School C gets X, and so on ...
-

This is reasonable in theory, but in practice it can be lead to contention because
some Departments may belong to a School containing Departmental sectors
which really deserve positive discrimination.

An example of this is the

Library Practice section of the Department of Communication; this section
requires the latest computer equipment and software in order to operate
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properly.

Resource realities such as these support the Communication

Department's decision to put the four modules together and run them on a
"lock I step" basis.

Trippe ( 1989) described the reality of the process as follows:

...Reassertion of control over schools through the simple corporate method of
devolving the means of production, but controlling the nature and quality of what is
produced . (p.80)

Harrison ( 1 9 8 1 ) although writing almost a decade earlier made similar
comments when he pointed out that where curriculum decisions are
devolved "they are often impeded by lack of control over the resource
utilisation sub-system" Harrison was specifically concerned with the
implementation of Secondary Board Curriculum Development material in
NSW, but his words are familiar. He writes:
It must be noted that the change was itself initiated in a top-down fashion with few
or no additional resources and

limited flexibility in structure or resource

utilisation ... (p.48)

The NCS modules are very prescriptive because they describe

a national

agenda; they are also supposed to lead to articulation between Industry in
general, all States and Territories, from higher areas of education and through
RPL into direct employment negotiating situations.

The only "window of

adjustment"' which is left is that the contact hours are called "Notional Contact
Hours" and this means that they can be changed within a practical teaching
situation, such as when modules are combined.

In a Chapter

X

it was pointed out that if this were not possible, that is if the

hours were not negotiable, then CBT Communication would become
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unworkable because of the massive demands made on students towards an
area which may be only peripheral to their main interest. The whole thing
would become ridiculously unwieldy, and a student might end up by spending
hundreds of hours on modules which were prescribed because a committee,
somewhere, thought that the Communication titles looked to be connected
with the main subject area.

An example of how this absurdity could come

about is given in the following scenario in which "someone" (a committee?
and employer?) is looking for the Communication attributes required of a real
estate agent.

A real estate agent definitely needs to know how to write reports. Reports are
one thing, but what about Writing Technical Documents? This could be very
useful because it could be used within the areas of legal communication and
the legal communication is slightly different from the usual reports required
by other offices.

All real estate persons must sell, by the very nature of the job,

so Negotiating Skills will be required.

Plainly it will be necessary to interview

clients, so we will add Interview Skills to the list. None of this of course, is any
use to anyone if the salesperson can not write clearly, so Writing in Plain
English will need to be added; it might be sensible to include Dealing With
Conflict, and so.

The whole agenda becomes absurd and hundreds of hours

could be devoted to a pedagogical nonsense.

The important point with this scenario is that it can be difficult to know where
to stop and where to start with Communication CBT, and this is made worse
because the Communication Department, while being regarded as the
acknowledged experts in the area, does not have the power to insist on any
specific programme.

Suggestions can be made and persuasion used, but

Communication does not control any courses: rather the courses control
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Communication.

Prior to CBT a n experienced writer would put all o f the

above together in one specialist offering. This would then be commented on
by colleagues, followed by a committee opinion then the course

of study

would go to an accreditation panel, and the final stage would be course
approval.

Free -Standing Modules Require More Resources
A reasonable assumption with supporting evidence suggests that the original
national plan for Communication was that each Department or section would
offer all the modules on a perpetually on-going basis and this would then
comply with "students needs" as expressed within the CBT training
documents.

In "Framework for the Implementation of CBT" (see Chap. 9

reference) it clearly states (p.llO)
A Module
A module is a specific learning segment which is part of a fonnal training program.
Each module has a statement about how it fits into a course or training program and
how it relates to relevant national competency standards.

There is another echo of intent on page 8 of the same document.

Under "Credit Transfer through recognised training programs" there is
information relating to the parameters of course legitimacy.

Because it is

important to the understanding of this argument, I include the following:
... For a training program to be recognised by state or territory recogmt10n
authorities, it must comply with the following five principles:
•
•
•

The integrity of accredited courses
Credit transfer shall aim to provide the maximum legitimate credit
The whole training program, or an appreciable part of it(?sic)

•

Adequate recording

•

Duration
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There are some areas of concern in the above.

The first is that the above

document became available in February 1993. That is exactly the same month
that the first course run was scheduled to start at ITAFE/NTU, and it was
therefore unavailable to us during any of our preliminary planning meetings.
Secondly there is mention of "the relevant accredited course".
mentioned, Communication modules are not courses.

As already

They are modules,

previously known as units, and they may form a part of an accredited course.
Sometimes they may be a compulsory part of it and in other courses they may
be electives, but in any case they must not be, and should not be regarded as
"courses".

The integrity of accredited courses is specifically mentioned.

As

CBT seems to have been imposed on Communication teaching as some sort
of an afterthought there may be a problem here because most existing courses
commenced with
longer exist.

Communication requirements relating to units which no

The duration of the courses and the Communication

requirements is specifically mentioned in the course documents, and this leads
to a major dilemna for any course planner which is how to satisfy ACTRAC
requirements (that is to conform to the CBT agenda) and at the same time
retain the integrity of the course.

There is a lot more evidence in various documents to support the belief that
the modules were originally meant to be free-standing.

In the ACTRAC

funded Staff Development Program Delivering National Commu nication
Mod u Ies which was delivered in Darwin almost nine months after the

Communication Department started teaching in CBT format
typical evidence for my contention.

there is more

On Page 9 of the "WorkPlace

Communication Resource Package" which was issued at that seminar it states:
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...The Learning Outcomes o ught not to extend into the teaming outcomes of othn

Workplace Communication, for example. does not requ 1re the same
say, Client In teraction or Negotiation Skills.
Your actlntle5
should not exceed t he level of complexity of your proposed conten t .

modules.

competencies as

If indeed the original plans were to make the modules entirely free-standing,
this would increase resource costs by a phenomenal factor. (In the case of the
Communication Department if all the modules were offered on a continous
basis on the officially advocated "drop in, drop out" system, a massive increase
in staffing and salaries would be required.) The logistics and implications of
this are completely insupportable. Even in the southern population centres it
would be clearly out of the question to run all the modules all the time, except
perhaps in some minimal Trades areas.

Previously

the seminar called

"Delivering National Communication

Modules" was mentioned; it was made available to

NT teaching staff in

August 1993. Representative sections of NT Education and TAFE staff were
invited to the two day sessions, and the two presenters were fluent and
obviously expert in their own presentation techniques.

Great interest was

shown i n Handbook (presented as Appendix 16) and were even more
interested in obtaining the refined definitive course copies which will be
referred to

later.

It seems that the Communication Department was well

ahead of other States and institutions in actually "running with" the agenda
and making it work. Not only that, it appeared that this Department was the
only place which had actually started CBT teaching. The only reason that this
is mentioned is that the course coordinators endorsed the system of running
the modules together and understood the logistics and practicalities
immediately it was explained to them.

It seemed that we had reached our

position not because of the government's training schedules, but in spite of
them.
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The Language Of

CBT

A lot of the prescriptive language i n the modules seems to be stilted i n a
distinctively

"politically correct" style which i s common to the military or

factory management memorandums. This use of language in such a way, once
started, continues as a model for later writers.

For example, comments on the

draft document for one of the distance-learning Communication modules
were invited from the Department of Communication.

Part of the Departmental response reads as follows:
... There are also errors in basic grammar and style inconsistencies many of which
have been pointed out in xxxxx's check sheet.
With no notice or time to check this work, the only recommendation I am prepared
to make

on

i t is that in my opinion it should be thoroughly and completely revised

and a proper budget provided for this most important distance learning agenda. It
should certainly not go into production without considerable and substantial changes
being made to it.

It is my perception that it is an indictment upon a system that such comments
need to be made, and many of these problems relate back to the funding base
and the time allowed for people to write materials.

In Appendix 22

a

memorandum dealing with funding inconsistencies is presented. It points out
that many of the problems connected with these programmes could be solved
if sufficient time and financial resources were emplaced at the right time and
the right level. (No reply has been received to this memorandum.)

In Appendix
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there is a possible explanation as to why there is a reticence at

senior levels to comment upon CBT. A year after the government agenda was
emplaced,

according to "The Australia n ", only Queensland, Victoria and the

Northern Territory had passed compliance legislation.

As we have seen the
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Ministers of every State and Territory signed the Australian National Training
Agreement over a year ago, and it is therefore interesting that only two States
and one Territory have actually legislated for the agreement.

According to

"The Australia n " article (Appendix 23) Mr Beazley is now threatening to
withhold TAFE Federal educational funding to all States and Territories that
have failed to action the ANTA (Australian National Training Authority)
agreement on training legislation.

This would clearly explain perceived

inconsistencies in the rationale associated with the local CBT agenda.

More Code Number Complications
As we have seen, each NCS module has a code of its own.

When the first

modules were released in 1992 they were really in a final draft form; however,
i n the case of this Department we were so anxious to receive them that we
started work on them immediately. In most cases an interim code was written
on the front pages of the document. This acted as an identification and was
important

because it helped to differentiate between the modules (many of

which were very close both in content and title.) These inconsistencies would
indicate a curriculum planning problem somewhere at the NCS level.

While appearing to be of only minor importance, the temporary numbering
system led to some intra and inter-Departmental confusion.

The intention

was to change the numbers to the correct NCS numbers as soon as they became
available, but there was a difficulty because some of the informational
documents released to staff contained "dummy" numbers which were
immediately used. To add to the confusion the NCS teams themselves were
changing their original titles particularly in the "Workplace" area. Titles such
as "Workplace Communication" and "Work Team Communication" were
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still being sorted out, and it became clear · that there were going to be
continuing nagging problems with module identification for some time.

Because ITAFE/NTU Student Administration was unable at that time to put
the modules directly on their computer, and because the old "Course Codes"
such as HSP121 were kept as identifiers, there was even more confusion in the
minds of the staff.

It was clear that if the lecturers and most of the

Administration staff did not clearly understand what was happening, then
considerable misunderstandings from the students could be expected.
Reference to the first handbook (available as Appendix G) will indicate that
attempts were made to downplay the areas of confusion as much as possible.
Phrases such as: " ... From your point of view there will be few obvious changes
in the system . . . " (p.2), and: " . . . CBT Modules are run within a strict, but
eminently attainable timetable" were used.

Appendix 1 3 (a Memorandum regarding fees), refers to another looming
problem area. The question is a reiteration of a previous question, and relates
to the actual rate or proportion of fee which should be levied in certain
circumstances relating to RPL and exemption states of individual students.
There has never been a

response to this memorandum, and it seemed that

each sector of the Teaching/ Admissions/ Academic Development triangle was
waiting for one of the others to break and make some sort of pronouncement.
Although being aware of the problems, no mention of them was made in the
handbook in the hope that all would be resolved by the end of the semester.
This was a hope which was not to be realised.

The handbook refers to the Learning Outcomes the number and nature of
which vary with the individual modules, but all of which had to be passed in
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order to achieve a Pass Ungraded status. Suppose some Outcomes were passed
but not all of them, there was a problem relating to possible fee credit in the
following semester.

According to the Broadmeadows Model students only

paid for what they actually studied. In other words, if a student were studying
engine systems and was not able to complete all the required areas, he would
be able to just attend the missing parts of the course the following semester or
year or whenever (s)he wanted. This sounds perfectly reasonable but could not
and did not adapt itself easily to Communication because of the eclectic nature
of the study area.

The memorandum (Appendix 13) was asking for advice about what should be
told to the students. Unfortunately, once again, no advice was forthcoming
because the Department of Communication was on completely new ground;
nobody had gone as far as we had in the actual implementation, so nobody
could advise us, based on their own experiences.

Further, and perhaps even more serious problems were associated with the
codes.

At precisely the same time that we were involved with the

emplacement procedure, and just at the end of 1992, a new course came on
stream with quite heavy Communication demands.

This

course was the

Associate Diploma in Business Computer Studies. It was fully imported (from
another State) and contained exact prescriptions for what Communication was
required.

Unfortunately it contained course codes from its originating State

which did not exist anywhere else and which had apparently been based on
NCS concepts but prepared as an independent schedule .

GO 518 "Oral Presentation Skills" and GO 520 "Report Writing" are attached as
Appendix 24.

Comparison of the GD Codes and the real codes clearly
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illustrates the local implementation problem; not only do the GO Codes not
exist, but neither does "Oral Presentation Skills" as a separate entity.

Later

"Oral Presentation Skills" re-emerged as a close relative of "Interview Skills"
on the NCS list but it is difficult or impossible to equate GO 518 with NCS013
and the task is made even more difficult by the change of title. GO 520 is called
"Report Writing" but while sharing this title with the NCS module, there all
similarity ends - its focus and content are different. In November the GO
coded documents were meant to be models, but models for what? (It is not
known what the original "GO" stood for. The situation of the changing codes
is quoted because case study writing sometimes gives the opportunity to warn
others - the clear warning here is to establish an accepted code.

The full Communication demands of the Course were now revealed with
different module title names and numbers yet again. Appendix 25 illustrates
this point and helps to illustrate the resultant confusion. As may be seen here
the codes used are all AOC (Associate Diploma Computing) based, and have
little or nothing in common with the NCS codes, but the National
Communication Skills codes are the codes which had to be adopted because
they are prescribed by the national and local agenda.

The Emerging Scene
While referring to Tyler's "Deliberation" process, Reid wrote:
Tyler docs not raise deliberation as a method standing in need of analytical
a ttention. In keeping with his "operational" stance, he assumes that skills o f
dehbcration arc routmely available and d o not have t o be talked about. (p.25)

Deliberation appeared to be lacking at the NCS "operational" levels of CBT
implementation.
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The first stage of making the new ADCBUS work was to set up a meeting with
the course coordinator.

It was clear

that financial

considerations would

preclude our setting up a special set of Communication modules specially for
the ADCBUS. Only thirty students were expected (in fact double this number
actually attended - refer to the "estimate" problem referred to i n a previous
Chapter.) A conference was then arranged with the Academic Development
Unit to seek a path of legitimacy, but even then it seemed that we were
operating on a dangerous academic base. Unfortunately no precedents were
available, so every move made in the process was historically unique.
Appendix 26 includes more detailed information relating to the problems then
being faced.

The plan was to utilise

Handbook; the proposition being to

the four modules set out in the

include the ADCBUS students in a

discrete timetable and create teaching materials with a computer bias, thus
giving a separate identity with the same basis.

Appendix 26 illustrates the

difficulty such an apparently straightforward plan of action may encounter
when modules take the place of units and the content of units is changed to fit
the modules, and the contact hours of accredited courses are changed.

In the 13th October memorandum (Appendix 26) mention is made of the
"possible difficulties we may have in 'bending' modules to meet new courses''.
A meeting of all the concerned parties eventually agreed to accept the plan to
use the already piloted modules as displayed in the Handbook, and the first
intake of students attended classes in February of 1993. Unfortunately, this did
not solve the problems.
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Finance Again
The first area where there was contention was the examination - there were
immediate complaints from ADCBUS students that the fee of $57 for the RPL
test was "discriminatory".

This issue was mentioned earlier when mention

was made of the claim that some students would not be able to afford the test.
These complaints were linked with others at Departmental and School level
which asserted that the RPL fees themselves were iniquitous.

The next problem was failure to anticipate the high demand

for the

programme from students - there was over double the number expected, and
this caused difficulties both in the areas of room/ lecturer logistics and in the
date of the initial test.

Because of student confusion or what was claimed to be

confusion, extra tests were set up on the weekend and these were invigilated
and marked on the by now familiar "Extra duties as prescribed" basis.

There were more complaints: students were expected to buy the handbooks,
but there were claims that there should be no change on the basis that TAFE
fees should cover this expense.

More Fee a11d Finance Questions
Within two weeks of starting, the coordinator for this course explained that
when the four modules had been presented and agreed on, the ramifications
were not apparent and it was now realised that the students were not really
getting the contact teaching required by the course document.

Another

Departmental meeting was called, and all parties involved in ADCBUS were
invited to confer. The modules and the module numbers were changed again
to conform to the NCS numbers and the course was balanced with two
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modules to be studied in the first semester and two to be studied in the second
semester.

Unfortunately Student Administration was not able to change the module
codes, and therefore the codes published in the NTU Calendar of Courses
although being obsolete before the first course had
maintained.

started, had to be

Problems were still apparent - the next was connected with

exemption applications.

Students who had qualified for exemption had done

so on the basis of the old ( published) codes - these are the "ADC" codes
mentioned above.

Not only did these codes not exist any more except on the Student
Administration list but there were now two modules per semester in place of
the three in the original programme).

These difficulties continue at the end of the second semester. Reference to the
final two Q Mail memoranda at the end of Appendix 26 shows that there are
still questions being asked by key lecturers involved in the operation. Student
Administration failed to insert the module codes in the second semester, and
we are still operating on codes that exist only on paper but don't relate to
anything that is actually being taught. The final area of student complaint in
this part of the story is that there are now claims that TAFE charges have been
made for three modules when in fact only two were attended.

Tire Handbook Revisited
A final, but perhaps interesting inclusion in this section relates to the
handbook again. Reference to this Appendix 16 will show that a copyright was
claimed by the author. It should be made dear that all the work involved in
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preparing this document had been done during the author's vacation period,
and although means were sought to compensate for the additional work it was
not possible because under the rules of part-time employment the
establishment is not allowed to employ any person who is a full-time lecturer.
This state of affairs was accepted by the author, but the point was made that at
least the material should acknowledge its source, and upon this basis the
copyright claim was made. This claim was bitterly attacked both by internal
and outside agencies. The specific sources of the attacks do not concern us
here . but the claim was made that the author was not entitled to copyright
because material was based on NCS modules. Two opinions were sought, that
of the University printer and also a legal opinion.

The two relevant

documents relating to this incident are presented under Appendix 27 and as
may

be

seen from the second of the documents, lecturers do have the right to

copyright for this kind of material.
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CHAPTER Xll
THE FIRST FULL COURSE RUN IN CBT FORMAT

In the previous Chapter we have seen that curriculum implementation
problems have been described by other writers. The installation of CBT into
the TAFE Curriculum may be described as a case of collaborative reform
between bureaucracies at various levels (see Rizri and Kemmis, previous
Chapter reference.) This does not mean that CBT in Communication teaching
does not or cannot work effectively, but it may mean that because no real
consultation took place at practitioner level the task was made much more
difficult than it needed to be.

In this Chapter comments will be made upon

other factors affecting the first course run, including the unexpected demand to
service a degree course.

RPL will be re-examined and indication made of

some problems which only became apparent when people actually started
requesting the RPL procedure. A survey which had some rather unexpected
results is presented, and finally the first semester timetable is presented and
linked with the student attainments for the first semester.

It would be good i f course coordinators knew what the class demand figures
were before the start of the semester. Unfortunately only a rough approximate
i s usually available.

This is because late applications are accepted, and

sometimes because the lecturers in charge of courses are on leave until just
before the semester is due to start.

Whatever the reason, severe logistics

problems are usually the result, and these add to the difficulties experienced at
the start of every new course. In the case of the first full CBT run there were
particular difficulties with some coordinators submitting anticipated loadings
which could

be

up to 100% inaccurate.
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The service areas for the Communication Department at the start of 1993 were:
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Communication
Tourism and Hospitality Communication
Commerce Communication
Business Computer Communication
Communication for Real Estate

External courses are not mentioned in the above because the NCS Committee
had not yet emplaced a CBT format.

Degree Students Under

CBT

At the very last moment the Business Faculty requested that we provide
Communication modules for the first year degree students who were studying
for the Bachelor of Hospitality Management degree.

This caused problems

because there had been no anticipation that Higher Education students would
be undergoing CBT instruction, and in fact there is considerable literature
which says that CBT is inappropriate at this level. For example, Burke et al
(1975) commenting upon the CBT experiment in the education system had this
to say:
One of the continuing problems faced by institutions a t tempting to re-dotheir teacher
education programmes in the direction of more competency-based activities was the
general lack of definition and criteria for just what constitutes a competency-based
teacher education programme. (p.27)

and Jessup (1991) writes:
The early arguments within the competency movement went something like this:

If

a person performs competently we need not be concerned with what he or she knows.
Any knowledge the individual requires can be mferred from their performance.
( p . 1 2 1 ).

Professor McGaw - Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER), is
quoted in the Weekend Australian, Aug 29 1992 as saying that the introduction
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of competency-based training units should be approached with caution,
particularly when applied to education and in the professions:
Our interest is essentially a research interest-a clear interest in investigating the
question of how useful this new wave is ... People are now pushing this notion of
competency at every level of the professions. ...The potential negative is whether
this can be done in a sensible way in as many levels of education as people are
imagining. (p.52)

This is precisely the point. The reality of implementation for this sector meant
that the same CBT modules would have to be studied at the same time and (in
theory) place for Pre-Vocational, Certificate, Associate Diploma and Degree
students. (Parenthesis is indicated above because a discrete group was created
for the degree students).

A year later the same newspaper, The Australian 14th August 1993,

under

"Pilot Program Targets Our Competency" reports a Management Charter
Initiative which has been imported from the UK and which claims to enable
managers to gain skills without any career disruptions.

"Competency-based training is in its infancy in Australia but has been tried
and tested in England for a number of years." The background for this
initiative is government funded:
A government-funded Australian mission on management skills to Europe, North
America and Japan in late 1990 highlighted the need for an integrated approach to
management skills development. An industry-based taskforce on leadershiup and
management skills established last year by the Federal Government is due to report
back next june. A sub-committee of the taskforce left last weekend for a three-week
study tour of the United states, Europe and Asia.( p.39).

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the Communication Department does not
prescribe course offerings,

but responds to requests.

service was made and 32 students were enrolled.

The request for this

As these students were
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studying at the degree level and are therefore of special interest within the
context of CBT implementation further mention of them will be made and
some figures relating to their results provided later in this Chapter.

More RPL
As mentioned previously there was a charge of $57 made for students who
wanted to take the initial tests.

The students had to be enrolled in their

programmes of study in order to be eligible to apply and approximately a third
of the total number of Communication students were tested - that is
approximately a hundred and fifty students. The tests were conducted on
Saturday mornings.

It has also been pointed out that there are financial

constrictions relating to payment for lecturers to be rewarded for work done
during their vacation periods, and this RPL test administration and marking
was also therefore done by the two full-time staff. The trained and experienced
part-timers could not be employed because they were already working at their
maximum level (ie 1 0 hours a week) before being offered a contract
appointment.

It was legitimate to employ other part-timers, for example

school teachers or lecturers from other establishments, but this would be a
complete waste of time, because outsiders would have little or no idea of what
was expected of them. At the time i t was pointed out that "The only people we
are allowed to employ are those who don't know what they are doing." This
situation continues, and it is mentioned because the implications of pressure
and time allocations can affect performance, and perhaps the performance of
staff involved in implementation work may have been affected adversely by
additional unpaid work.
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Out of the

(150) students tested 64 passed. These people were then exempted

from the appropriate modules.

It is interesting to notice that at least three of

them decided that they wanted to attend the sessions anyway, although they
were not compelled to do so.

A copy of one of the tests set at that time is included under Appendix 28.

In hindsight the tests were not good.

There had been insufficient time to

address them properly, and the "old" test systems from the previous years,
were re-presented,

a similar format was used and

the questions changed.

Each "cluster" area had discrete material - for example, in the Tourism and
Hospitality area contextual material associated with the Industry was used, and
similarly within the area of Business Computer study questions were set
which appeared to be relevant to the study area. These early tests attempted to
cover the main areas required by the programme. For example report writing
ability was always included.

We now know that the tests should have been

constructed to examine individual modules, and this was done in the tests for
the second semester intake.

The other change which has occurred as a result of experience is that the Test
fees have been dropped.

This action was taken because of the claims of

"unfairness" (Refer to the previous Chapter - some students said they could
not afford the test). Students who took the test but did not pass it had to attend
classes, and there was some bitterness amongst these people because they
claimed they had "wasted their money . " These complaints were taken
seriously at School level and two complainants successfully appealed their test
results.

Since the Test is now free the major cause of complaints is from

students who fail to attend the Test for various reasons (a common reason
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being that they were on holiday when the test was run) and demand that
special Tests be arranged for them.

... and even m ore
RPL was considered extensively in Chapter X.

Since then, at the end of

November 1993 the ITAFE RPL policy has been reviewed.

At the end of

November a memorandum was sent from the Head of Department of
Communication to the Head of School pointing out that under the amended
procedure there is no compulsion for students to be enrolled in modules or
courses in order to apply for RPL.
... this being so, what is to stop a student from "shopping around" until a free
pathway is found?
I would make the point that a student is not a student until enrolled, and anyone can
claim to be a potential student.
(Hayward, Dept File)

RPL has proved to be expensive in time and money and effort and has already
caused administrative difficulty.

Since the start of 1993 two draft policies,

followed by a policy and an amended policy have emerged, each one appearing
to suffer from the same symptoms of appearing to cure one area of observed
weakness while opening the gaps to another.

The memorandum quoted

above partly refers to the fact that additional financial cuts have already been
presaged for next semester; it is absurd to assess people who have not even
made the financial commitment of enrolling in courses.

RPL in the areas of the professions is another matter, and has been examined
briefly by Bowden and Masters (1992). In order to test whether the various
professional bodies were sympathetic to "life experience" being accepted for
qualification, a question was put in the following form:
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I f these competencies are so good, why can't I be assessed for registration? I have
spent five years in a third world country ... working with professionals... voluntary

capacity ... lot of time on my own ...professional checks.. .! think I have all the basic

competencies at entry level. Will you register me?

The responses were generally negative (Bowden and Masters)
We would look at you, certainly, but you would have to be registrable.

I would

encourage you to come into some basic course...and you may get exemption from some
areas... the Acts would have to be changed (for you to be registered). .! would doubt
.

that you could do all that, and if you could then you should be able to come into a
course and get a degree (p84).

At the Departmental level, students frequently complain about the amount of
time that goes into an RPL application. The student applies for assessment at
Institute level, is then referred to the School assessor, who having experience
only in his own discipline cannot understand what is required in all areas.
The School assessor then sends the student to the Course Co-ordinator who
makes a recommendation which is then duly noted at the other levels. The
ironic thing about all this is that this sort of bureaucratic nonsense is precisely
what CBT is supposed to avoid: it certainly isn't applied Taylorism, and a
contention is made that no individual personally involved in this process
would welcome the results of a published time and motion study!

Tire Timetable
During the first semester there were very heavy teaching loads on Mondays.
These (refer to timetable) were because the Departmental timetable had to
configure with the Associate Diploma timetables. If and when new Associate
Diplomas came on line, such as the ADCBUS, then special times were tailored
to fit - in the case of ADCBUS two times were offered - one on Monday
afternoons and the other on Tuesday evenings). The problem with this sort of
.. consensus timetabling.. is that very often students overcrowd one timetable
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slot and hardly attend the alternative.

An example of this is that students

prefer to attend the afternoon classes rather than the evening alternatives.
The evidence for this comes from the attendance sheets for every module
offered with alternative times-in every case there are more students attending
the daytime classes. The coordinator may then be tempted to cancel the small
class in order to save resources; however this may not be an ideal solution
because any cancellation will result in immediate and vociferous student
complaints to the effect that it is impossible for individuals to attend the other
class, and agreements have been broken, and so on.

It is preferable to let the

small class run practically empty, but there is another unfairness here because
one lecturer becomes overloaded and the other has little to do.

Because of the demand from the Hospitality area block lectures in the Business
Faculty were organised for up to a hundred and seventy students at a time.
No resources were available to split up the groups. It is difficult to make any
comment on the effect of the timetable on student output. What figures are
available are raw completion figures and are published at the end of this
Chapter. This is an area of further research.

These massive "Rallies·· were avoided during the second semester by a
complete re-organisation of approach, the result of first semester experience.

Some Notes On Learning Outcomes
Within the first few weeks it became obvious that CBT involved a completely
new approach to teaching. Previously lecturers and tutors were able to devise
their own approach to achieving the goals of the course, and generally
speaking they would do this by ingenious and personal tricks of expertise
gained through their individual experience. Under CBT this is not impossible
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to achieve, but much harder. The philosophy behind the Learning Outcomes
is easy to understand, but within a few teaching contact sessions lecturing staff
were complaining that they felt that they had been "dehumanised" and that
the handbook was controlling them. There were claims that they recognised
the "ideology" and did not like what they saw. In spite of these requests to
change back to the old system we were committed and i t would have been
unthinkable and impossible to drop CBT without a fair trial. Holland (1993)
addresses the "ideology" aspect of the above when she writes:
There is no time for plots or conspiracy theories in the busy lives of teachers or
curnculum designers and policy makers. As professionals accustomed to assessing
daily the impact of their decisions on the quality of education and training, they are
not unmindful of the dilemmas embedded in their own, and others' practices ...
As is the case with all professionals, educationalists take their intellectual work
senously and can deal just as sensibly, i f somewhat imperfectly, with theoretical
puzzles. Such puzzles arise for them as practical dilemmas, for example, balancing
the competing mtercsts of the many groups with a legitimate intersts in education
and training. (p.81)

Holland is right when she mentions the tight time-frame for implementation.
The reality of the situation is that at the Departmental level the procedure and
apparatus of implementation does become a puzzle, and if any of the pieces do
not fit considerable set-backs and hold-ups may be expected. One such problem
is described now.

Degree Level Aga in
At the first staff meeting after the February start there appeared to be concern
about the degree students who were on a Hospitality Management Course
coded HMN1 2 1 .

The lecturer reported that these students were becoming

frustrated about the level of work they were being given which was perceived
by both the lecturer and the students as inappropriate.

The lecturer put
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forward a proposal that the approach to these students be modified. Some of
the areas

for consideration were:

•

that the time base be abandoned and "go the whole hog" on CBT

•

the timetable be abandoned completely the time for submission to
be determined only by the ability to "do it" (sic) ... and the
lecturer's convenience in marking it.

•

Attendance at tutorials not to be compulsory, but advised to
attend for the first few minutes for exchange of information etc.

•

Interview and negotiation - the students to make their own video
on this. (Hayward - Departmental File)

There were other similar developmental ideas, and they were put together as a
proposal to students who were then asked to vote on the proposals on a
YES/NO basis. The academic rationale for the proposal was that it conformed
to CBT philosophy.

The VEETAC Advisory Committee 1993 states in regard to how CBT works
that
CBT is an approach in learning which:
•

places primary emphasis on what the learner can do

•

is focussed on outcomes rather than on learning processes or time
spent engaged in these processes

•

is concerned with the attainment, and demonstration through
application, of knowledge and skills to a specified level of
competency.

•

is concerned with achieving flexibility in the use and adoption of
national competency standards at the enterprise level whilst still
safeguarding portability and the consistency essential to the
achievement of national recognition and transferability. (p.2)
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Each of these criteria was met by the proposal, and the experimental group
went ahead on a strict understanding that every student who went on thas
special programme did so against a written request to attend, and that anv
student not prepared to do this could easily be transferred to another group.lt
was also a condition that

the experimental group would have to be very

carefully monitored.

The minutes of the two relevant staff meetings are included under Appendax
29 because they refer directly to this incident and also because there is
supporting information in the minutes relating to the incredible complexity of
administration which was emerging under the new format.

Out of thirty two students enrolled for the course, four scored exemption, one
withdrew, ten were "Incomplete" at the end of the course, two others scored
"Result Withheld" and then tried to get this converted to a Pass nearly six
months later. Only fourteen students passed.

In Appendix 29 (19/3/93) it is specifically stated:
"Col H.

pointed out the varying levels involved with these Commumcat1ons (slcl

programmes. We range from degree level down to pre-- voc level."

The students with the highest failure - rate profile were the degree students,
and a basis for the experience may be found in a National Office of Overseas
Skills Recognition (NOOSR) 1992, (Pubn.) 2, which quotes the Australian Vice
Chancellors' Committee findings on this topic as follows:
Unless very sensitively handled, the speci fication of sets of competerlCIC� rcqum.-d
from university graduates can threaten the mtegnty of umvers1ty-level educatiOn
Such specification d1storts courses and curncula by g1vmg undue wc1�ht •nd
significance to attributes removed from the necessary 1f less measurable. mtell('(lu•l
context in which they must ix' embedded.
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Deblin ( 1989) writes:
Education serves a variety of different purposes and seeks to meet the needs of a
range of different clients.

Education is very much about developing personal

skills,independent of specific roles of occupations, such as the broad intellectual
abilities of critical thinking, problem-solving and synthesis, communication and
other characteristics of personal; effectiveness and enterprise.

Education is often

concerned with extending capabilities i n an academic or a range of academic subjects.

The possibility is that the Hospitality Management Course was the first Higher
Education course in Australia to undergo CBT arrangement at a National
Level, and the opportunity is available for further research in this area.

The Student Questionnaire
It became clear as the semester progressed that an attempt to gain student
perceptions of the CBT implementation should be made. There were various
reasons for this, a major one being that it was believed that any questionnaire
would have to be conducted soon after implementation and preferably during
the first semester of implementation if any worthwhile results were to be
obtained. It seemed that if the students knew no other system than CBT then
they would not be in any position to comment as to its value.

Indeed, a

student who knew nothing but CBT format would not appear to have the right
to an opinion because there would be no reference points for comparison. I
therefore prepared the Questionnaire which is presented as Appendix 30.

The questionnaire was given out to students during normal tutorial sessions
and completed in class, then handed back to the tutor to return to the
Department Head. The raw scores were taken and added to a master tally
sheet.

The apparently low response volume was a disappointment. Various

reasons were given for it, the one which is perhaps acceptable is that the tutors
were harassed and short of time in trying to complete the Learning Outcomes,
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and as a result of this they were unable to give the time to the project which it
really needed. Most of the questionnaire is self-explanatory, but some of the
abbreviations will not be clear because this was designed as a working
document and the contents were really only meant to be decyphered by their
author.

The questionnaire examined some of the myths that had been circulating
about the CBT method of teaching.

The responses were nowhere near as

negative as the tutors and lecturers had anticipated.

For example, there had been a perception that the handbook had been the
cause of a tremendous amount of bad feeling, partly because of its format and
partly because a charge was made for it. In fact there was an overwhelmingly
positive response towards the publication.

It is interesting to note that no

additional comments were submitted relating to CBT. Also worthy of note is a
remarkable reaction from the sample group against the new system of grading,
where the majority would very clearly like to see the old system of grading
retained.

Criticism had been anticipated, but not at the level indicated in the

negative response data. Towards the end of this document is a section entitled
"Impressions From the Above Information".

Here it is pointed out that a

major reason for the questionnaire was concern about the degree students. A
close reading of the responses echoes the concerns about the group.

This document was released only to staff who requested to see it, and even
then, only that section of the document which affected them was discussed.
The questionnaire was useful in separating perceptions from fact, and the time
taken in its preparation and collation appears to be time well spent because the
figures assisted in a better understanding which led to "fine tuning" of the
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curriculum, and this in turn created a pathway for the revised versions of the
handbook.
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CHAPTER Xlll
CONCLUSION
DEVELOPMENT AND PERCEPTIONS

As a result of what was learned during the first semester the programmes were
refined and modified.

A good example of this can be found i n the area of

Technical Communication, (the old ENG121).

As we have seen, during the

first semester the CBT - adapted programme consisted of four modules. As the
course proceeded during the first semester it became obvious to the people
involved - that is the lecturers, the course co-ordinator and a monitoring
committee consisting of all the Technical and Communication involved in
the project, that the four modules were not needed, and only two modules
were really required.

These modules were NCS016 (Writing in Plain English) and NCS017 (Writing
Technical Documents).

A copy of the refined document is provided as

Appendix 31, and a comparison of this with the early Handbook shows the
changes and developments which have been made over the period of the
semester. All areas of CBT module offerings have been revised and refined,
and current! y there are four publications available to students, depending on
what sequence of modules is required within their specific area of study. These
publications cover Communication for:
•
•
•
•

Tourism and Hospitality
Commerce
Technical Communication
Business Computer

From this basis it is now a comparatively easy matter to develop new guides
each semester, or re-sequence the modules into new service areas on demand.
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The CBT agenda has

now been

very firmly emplaced

within the

Communication Department.

In an early Chapter it was mentioned that when CBT was first heard of the
Department staff all "Hoped it would go away". This has not happened, and
many other Departments are now being forced to adopt a policy which is not
only continuing but following the national agenda exactly as planned at the
national level.

As courses come up for re-accreditation they have to be

presented in CBT format or the Australian Registry Advisory Council (ARAC)
will simply reject them.

The basis for this action is contained within the

Agreement For a National Framework For the Recognition of Training. (This
Agreement is frequently called the NFROT agreement). This is the document
which was signed by the Ministers of Education, Employment and Training of
all the States and Territories and was the immediate precurser for CBT. A copy
of this Framework is attached as Appendix 32 and the authority to control
course delivery may be found under Attachment 1 - Principles and Processes
for the Accreditation of Courses. The only exception to this is when National
documents have not yet become available, and in this case extensions of the
existing courses may be applied for.

All the new CBT assessments and credentialling will take up an increasing
amount of

time, and it would be reasonable to assume that considerable

incursions will be made into the time normally set aside in which teachers
prepare for classes.

There is also a perception among the staff of the

Communication Department that much of the time that should be spent on
teaching is now being used on assessment. According to Beevers (1992, p.94)
the only reason why students remain tractable to this process is that at the end
of it they may be able to get a job. This, says Beevers, is not really true at all.
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Drawing on ABS 1990 data Beevers says that "knowing the right people is the
most important criteria." He goes on to make the point that eighty percent of
jobs in Industry are filled by "networking", and forty one percent (of jobs) are
obtained through "friends, relatives or company contacts."

Nancy Jackson (1993) is puzzled by the continuing support for what she calls an
"idealogical practice" despite"

. . . the considerable weight of international

criticism piled up against it." She goes on to quote Hyland (1992) as referring to
CBT as a "theoretically and methodologically vacuous strategy". In the game
of "smoke and mirrors" as she calls it, CBT is being offered as a placebo for a
coherent economic and industrial stategy. The time spent by teachers on the
Learning Outcome assessment is part of the "normalising" process - it lends
the appearance of commonsense to the current strategies of industrial and
social restructuring. This time has no effect on what the student learns.

Soucek ( 1 993) agrees that the bureaucratic enhancement of teaching
programmes and schedules does not produce anything of value; however, it
is part of the Carmichael/Mayer strategy of system-maintenance. What Soucek
means by this is that nothing is actually produced by these methods, but an
appearance of "normality" (echoes of Jackson) is induced which is supposed to
have the effect of reducing tensions between the system and reality by denying
the presence of any conflict.

An important problem area revealed in the Student Assessment of the
method (see previous Chapter) is the perception that people "only have to do
the minimum amount of work to pass." This attitude is shared by all of the
teaching staff of the Department, and a typical Departmental comment may be
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found in Appendix 33. In this memorandum there are six clear reasons why
the PU and INC Grades need to be changed.

So far there has been no active response to the memorandum*.

Finally, under Appendix

34

is found a typical Communication Check Sheet

presented by a part-time lecturer at the end of the first semester. This tutor,
when the sheet was presented, apologised for "the mess" because, she said
"she had tried to find some time to do some teaching."

Finally
It is difficult, in a case study to know how far one should go in any specific
direction. For example, should more time be spent on one aspect of the case,
and is another area more important than the one selected for mention? In this
thesis a history of what actually happened in

the Department of

Communication has been presented, and CBT implementation continues to
take over all areas of ITAFE teaching. The process has not been completed at
this time (see footnote) and the ramifications are still being discovered at the
local, state and national levels.

"A truth" (see Walker, Chapter 2) has been presented and perhaps some
minor pathways suggested for further research.

•

A t the end of the second semester there has been a response by the
ITAFE Board of Studies. It is believed that the Board will endorse a
request to return to the grading system - the reason for this being that
NSW TAFE have not been using the
claim it is unworkable.

PU /INC

system because they
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No discussion of this matter is included in the text because the
endorsement has not been approved yet.

If the grading systems are changed back the immediate problem for this
Department will be complaints from students who feel they deserve
more than the PU grade for this year's work.

It is believed that the

grading system is an integral and important part of the CBT
understanding under the Ministers' Agreement (Appendix 32). If this
is correct, interesting developments may be expected at the end of next
year when ITAFE, all NT TAFE establishments, and all other training
establishment have to sign a document for the Australian National
Training Authority (ANT A) formally advising the state of CBT
implementation.

If CBT has not been implemented at that time

according to ANTA' s definition of CBT, funding to all non-conforming
establishments will cease.
(see also Appendix 23).
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APPENDICES

In order to validate the triangulation of corroborative data required for this
case study, copious appendices have been necessary.

I t is not considered

appropriate that these be presented within this section.

However, all

appendices mentioned within the text have been named within the study.
Thus the appendices are treated in the same way as bibliographic entries, ie. the
substance is paraphrased, quoted and referenced, but the actual physical
document is stored and made available within the security arrangements
provided by the Faculty of Education, Northern Territory University, PO Box

40146, Casuarina, N.T. 0810.

